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.' Abstract ' 
:Th~u~y was designed to investigate ."'the\ selected 
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* 1~e · develop.m~,i)t .of the. 1i.b~~~l-· . resour~e . c~~tre . :i,n ·• ~~· ... ·, . 
schools· of 'Newfou~dlan~ . and Labradot; has been .th~ . . subject 
' • I • ' •, .; : ;. o • i ' . · ... .. I ' ,\ :I • ' ~•' -(, , ' • • ' ' ' ' • ·' 
. '.· of .. a variety· of education$11 researcli. ·:-studies dated back' 
~ . . - . 
• .i ' • • ~ •• • •• ' . \ • • • • ••• • • • .:. • • • 
~- to the 1960's· ·haye conc,luded. ther.e are discr~pancies between . 
. . .. . __ ; .. •, \ ' . ~ .. . 
'• 'the level· of library. serv~ce ·ava.llc:-b!~ . in -the high . schoG>ls .·.· .. 
·&- iR~ the ~"rovirice ; 
• • ' • v " 
·"' 
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• • .~. '. . . . ' . '• • • , • : . ... . • • . • :. i · ·: 
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Bret't (1964), in a stud~ .of ·the Central High Schools · 
• . . . . ·' - '• . . . . .lot· . • 
· o:f .tfe~foundland·~ .concluded .ther~ was .· a ·l)eed .·f~r b.ett~ . . l:f~ra~ .. 
~aci"lit~es .•. . Th~ report .reveale.~ ~·e~~ we~e~_ many ~cJ:lools \ : 
w.hich did not have a "library. Those . school's tepbrting \ ., 
' ' I 
. . ' 
·libraries ·stated·.they were often inadequate in te~s of 
sp~ce, c:f.l.~ct~o~·, . ~·n'd - p.ers~nnel, ~6n.e .. ha·q. . ~ull o~ payrt'· -
I I ' • ' ~ 
• 
·.r time l~rarians. . · ... ·-
" 
In 1967, .q •. ·K. crocker.,.' .using Americar Lib;rary, 
>i· 
· ·~ssoci~tion.~,st~~~, conduct~C:l a study of lib~a.ry 
. ' . . .. . 
. facilities in Newfoundland schools. The . stud~i clear.ly' 
I> ' t I ' 
' J . . ' • I ' ' ·. , . . . 
demonstrated that only a few· Newfound~and .. schools~ actually · 
! ' 
.. .. 
~e~ the· A. L. A. st~ndards in . tertqs of ~as·.~9· facili'ties 
and equipment nece~sary for . ·t~e · eff:iciEm·t ope~ation of tn~ 
. . . - . . 
. . . 
. ·. 
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\ · > ' 
of· his sample met the lA. L .'·A. stand_ard o·f having seP.arate 
. ' • • · , • • Cl . ,. • ' • ' ' \ 
_library qua{te~s . . · F_ew s~ho61s ·had a c~rd catalog~e ~ncl; 
,· , . .. . . . ·a . . . . 
· e~en: fewer had work space· for u the· libr.arian~ · ' . ' 
' { . .-:· ·· . . 
. ' 
' ' ;o • i 
• . 
. . ' 
·With · ~efere;;e to collect,ton, Crocker . (l9G7) tep~rt:~d· . ·.· 
' . .1 ' • 1 ' • 
'q ·~-a~- · ~f .Jzh_e_ s.c-~ciois .with . ~n~~-~- -~~~ate~ ~ -th~n ~oo·_'~ .-::~~ · -~ 
.. 
· approached A •. ~:47 . A .• . st'andards. -..• .Cr0¢k~r (l!r6''?l conc~1uded· : _' 
C> • • • • • • • ' • ' • ' • • • • ' • • ' - ' .. • •• ' ' • • ·~ • 
'.. . . \ ;,.. . · -- ~ _: __ ' .. , ' . . -~ -'-·.· .· - ' - .,. _  : ·-.. · 
.. - - :-· · - - -
... ,. · .. . · .
.. ..... 
.. the .nUmber '!knd. 
in .. the · sniallet 
~~;r~ety·; ~~ :. B00~s· ' .av~ii;~i~ . :~o. :_pupil~· : · .. ' .. • - . . i .• ._ ' 
' .. 
scho6ls· is·.ex·tremely· limited~ '(p. 169)1' , ·· ·.': • · ·. · 
·- .. ; • . . 0 ~ .... . ' ! . • . •. . • ~ \ ·~ . • • . · .. . ~ ~ 
. ' 
. ; . . 
, , . i I : . 'to- \ • I ' i I 0 ' , ' 1 ' 




I ; ' \ > I '• ' I ' • ' I •' , ' t o' ·• o-, ' 
di.s'covered -~at onl~ · ·.iliree senools ' e'lo~ed •ful~ ~':' . t,i~e·. ' . ~ . ' . 
...11 . . _,," ~ . • . • . ' . . t . .. ' ·. i ·.: . . . . ', . •, .. ·. • 
libtari~9~· an~on.ty ~-fghteen . school_~ :··:~p~d ·.J?art 7'; ·.~·irn~ ' ~ j·· .. 
l~b.ra~)'Ems ~ .: The . . !esearcher tno:u~h t ' · 'f~ . reas6na~~:e ··to: ' : . .- ~ . , . . . .. \ ,· 
as~~-e that few-~ if -~~:Y.· ha¢l ,training in~ l.ibhlry· - ~cie~ce. ~ ·. ·: · ·:.:' · :~ f 
"'J . . . . - . . .- _·_ ·, . . . ~. . . .. . . . . t . I . 
,., . . . .. ' .,_ . ' . .... • ,, ,. •. . . • 1 ' 
__ .; , ' ' · .· .. ' o ' . , ~ ~ - -
1 , ,· I I •' , 4 , I • , • , , ~ 
C~ocker (.19.~~) -;~~p~rie_n?:e~ so~~ -~iff.t_c:~l·t:(9.~~e~~n_g. ·: ... _.·· ... : . .. · . .. : ~l .- .. 
r·eliabl~ information related to · .the. financi_'ng 0~ school':· .: ·· . . :: ~.:: _:. .. :. :. · .. <<·r. 
~ ' ' ~ ,· ' . ', ' ·. ' ' :- ' ' ' ' ·. . '., ' ' . . : ·· .. '. : ' ' i· ' 
·. libraries in Newfou~dland: • . .. :H~we~er ~.: suff.tcleri~,· inforrna'tioti ') . . · ... ·"·:_, .·:. f' 
. . , '· .• . ~ .. .. .. ~, .. ~ .· , , \, ' · . : ·: ..... ·t· _:-- - . . · . ... · .. : ;··.- . . · .- .. .. .. 'l'. :._ 
was obtaii{ed tb ai:low t:he<±'nves.tigator •.to deter.mine. that· . . : . . .·. ' . . 1. ,· 
' • ' '• . I ' 1 . ' , · . ' . ,' . • '" , ! ';' J ' .. ' • >' ", ' . .,: . :, -; ' ,• .. ~ t· "t 
~n .~&mpa~ison w~th .A.~ · ·L :~ .A~ ·s·~~~da_r~s, the . fi~·a~ci~: · of. '· ', ·. <·'.: :··.··: > :·: ·: .t _:·: 
\J Jj." ; . -") ' ' . ' ' . . , . . ·. . ' . . . ., 
school .libr~ry · faciii ti~s ·in· Newfoun~land' .was .. t~~lly·~ · ·:, , · ··: ·.: :_ · -~~ .· 
in~d~qu~te. · FUithe~:e• c~o~~er ~\'1% ;) . ~~~ted' ' , . ;,: , . .• • . '. ' : : ',; ': . , t 
o . 
··. ' . ·,  ' ' "·.: . ... :.>:· ·· .. . ' \: ··. " .' · ··. i ' ."":' .• · . (-'. 
. . there. i~;~ li.ttle evid\noe of ·any . sy~~rnatic · ~pproach , · .. .- . ' . · 
. · ·to ~~e : ~roblem. · 'Dhe _: p~~ pup~~ ·exp~.n?i t~~efl __ we~e . ·.. ··, .. ·. . . . ) 
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the l!owest, if . not the· low~s·t in~. ~~na~a·~ (p ~ 187). 
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. " . : .:; -... ±n ani~ -~b6:ut.-'2.i('pe~~·~·nt. ~~ - the _·:sch6o·i's . was . th'~ ···. floot:' ·. ; .> .... ·.: _:.' ·. '• . 
... . . . . ' ,\ , .·· :.· ··.: .. · .. . ·.· ~:. .. ::_ ·:> ·~ _ ·· ,··· ' . : . .. :. ' :. , . . J · .... . ~ - .· . . · : · .. J 
·: ··.· . . space of _su~ficie~~:. siz:e:(to se~~ a ;-~ .. ~ular. cla.~s -~om_forta~iy ~.- ' . . 
,1 ,, .I..... '_._" ' .. ~--:·· .- ·, ' .· .' ' ·. ' ,'.' . ·:: :; . • ~· .. .. . · ... -.· ... .' •. ~ \ '• • ,• ·. .· ·. . • . . :.:,'· · .. . : 
· : The ·_A • . L.~' .A~ minimum· .. x::ecpmm~nded;collecti<;m for.- ~choo1_.s with ·. · 
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1 ,Q .' •• 
: ·- .' 
·, . . ' 
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. :· . ~ . • ' ·. . : .• . . ' ·.,' .. ~ .. . .. . · ' ·: . : .: .: •· ·• . . . • . • . ' : . • v . ·. ~ .. • 
an. :e.nrolment ·of , '200 . was -n9t r.e.ache«a . bY,_ any o.f . bh~- schools. 
\ 
.. '\ .. 
. 'I ·' 
. '"'· 
. • . . ... . .. . _. , ~· . · . ·.. . .. .... . ·~ .. :J . (, . , ·.· ···.· .· .. • l· : · ·~. · . . • , ... . 
. . t>ar"tic.ipa~in_g· . ln t;l1_e · ~tp.dy .: . . ~e _ funds.~~~~o·~ateq annual-~Y· ~o .. · 
t ' I. o • .. • ~ ,' • •• ' : , : ' .... • ~ ' ... • ', ' o • · • ' :. • ,' ,' :~ I o • • ' " ~ : • ., ; ' ' . ' : .. ' • ~ ::, • ' • ,.. • • ' 
· · .. . , -: .· the' improvement·· of9 ·s·ctt9ot ·libraJ;"ies ~in · .the' _pro·v.tnce were : · o 
' ... 'l"~d:~~·t;: .. '-~~ ~~jori1;y • ~Ji· ~ch~ols . re;po~~i·:~ fdi.~~ t~d ·• ·. 
. _.... ! . _. .·: -. ~~-~~~- b~~~~t 'i).les~. ~tla~.· ~~~ ~un.~~e~d·: a~l~a~sj~·:-) T~.e~-., .... ·.· 
. . : ··: ~ ·_. · . ., . su~v'~y· reve~led tliat; b'f th_e schools sarrtpl,¢d·, ~on·lx !four· ·:· · t J 
' . ' : ., \~:· • '··. • ~ • ' •' • ' • ' ' I • .. ,' ~ ' ' • ' ' • ' t ' & ' . • '• • (" 
··- : ·: .. s~hools. ·reported ,ftill :..: t ,ime .-librari~ris •.. T~e majoJ;~ity · o·{., o_. 
' · • . • • .. u • • • • • , , ' 1oo • • • • • • • • • " . • ' ' 
!· . ·school' lil),rar.i.es ,were supervi~ed by ·a .s .. tude~t co~it:te~ · · . . · . . 
. . . . •) ' . . . 
. . ' . .' :_ ·::-~~ ·~ .. ·, ,··~n~~~ ·fhe_·;~u~dance of ·a teacher ... •· ... ~~- third~· -~ -t~e.-· , ·. , , .... 
' ,"' I 
.. '.' .. 
.. I . ·-: . . • , . . , . : : . • > .. I I . .' . .· . . . . .~.. ' . ) . . . 
. . . ~ . ··.~. . r· ' t~~~ri;s _wer~ ~p~r-~ted . b~ ·. ,t 'ea.crers . ~i.th no :c<?urs¢s in . :_ .: . .. . . ·c· 
.. , · · . t .iJ:>ra:ry science,. I · .... . : · : ·, · 
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-~nd p' . J .. ~~r7~n '~ 1972~ ~~I-~~ · 
.. . ·> . ..... ~·.' . · . . ... t·: : : ... : ' .· .· . ' J 
•1· {:. · .... .. i .>~ :. ; · ·. ·: ·:z:ep<)r.':.fi'tled "Sahools in Newf6undland and r.abrador - A -~ .·_. ·-;;.·. ~~-~ ~~.:.- _: .-~~· .:_ :.·-~: .. :. s~·z:vey -¢! E;-~is ting· eac~li.tie~ II :' . 1In the ~ectfon of the 
i• ~. ':. r. ~ .. ·- '; r I ~ . .. . • , . Q • • • 
·; · ; - :r:~ · , ~r~~.r ;. •: .repor-t de~li~·g· ~ith school l~braries ·, tl;le study rev~alecf 
1
.· ;. -·;:: .: ./· .~~\ .. ~~~, . . ·-th~~ J~· pe:,:-~e,nt ~£ · th~ ~ schools ' s-~rveye~ indis:ah~d - the -
. ~ i . . • ·~ , . . ,. • . . i 
1. ~- ~ · · · ~ - ~~(_ . ¥ • facilicty. ·. wa~· ,.not avai.labl~. · Ariotn~.- i .. -16 :,i t :j . .. . . . . ,.. . :··... .•.: _ . . . ~ . . . _ percent . repo~ted. · ·. 
j .-.'fl· · ·.· !;~ ~ ·~ _··-~ ~~t; ~l~o~gh - the·: ~~ci_~~~~, ~as . ~~aiiru;,ie, it ~~s ~o.~ . _ · :~ 
L'/·_:/+ / ... .. ; . ·. . sma~l.' tO· contain at . ,Lease one class of studentS>\ . The . 
! . ·- _ ·/~': ::·:·<·-· -r~se~~cher_s · ·:r~e~~mmerid~d- tlia~ a~ ,eff~r~·. b:e ll'iide ··to pro.vi·d~~. 
l: · _;~:.~::.: ,:_ .. ~ .. --;_·_,'_·<. . the - l~~ra~ · fa6iii~ie~ . ne.~es~a~· f~r a~-ad-~qu:l 
: • • 4 , ~ • • • \ • • • . : • ' . • • 
'·"' · · e_ducational progtam. 
.. . 
:, 
. .. •' . 
. l • 
.. I , 
. ' 
'i· 
t ~ . ~-
' - . 
- .· . .. 
,. ."(.· "' . ~ .. . "'- t 
., . , P. J : ·warren (l~7-3) - . ~ubli'shed · ~- r~port titled . "9\lali ty· ~--..· . 
. . . \ 




·~ re~ft· ~-ur~~yed· .. ~orme.r 'seco.t;dary stut;l~nts,~ ai:-ten~~~9 <· pos~i - . 
s~~~ridary lns~l-~t~o~s ·.t:~ ·-~~certa~~ · fhei~· · atti t-~~e: .. : . Cl . .. ·._ 
f : • • 
' !·: ,.· · . . C'· · · . 
. ' .. 
' . ~ . . 
aspects· of_ th~ school'.· . The major_i ·ty .. o.f · .. 
• • ~. • • • • • J • 
~e .r~sponde~t~ : wer? ' cri-tica) 9~ ·school fa9ili tie~ ; · . 
.
•_\ . . . 
,Particlilar_Iy .. the library • 
I _' . .. _· 
. _, 
·_., 'I 
1 : ·l .. . 
• • • . ol' ... 
towards .certain 
• 
' . . -"~ :. ,·· ·. _· .":1 •• 
ll . ·. -:: • ' 
. .. :··. ··" '., 
!·. . . ' . , . 
. ' 
In 1'979 · a . Task 'Force wa's cip"poi n.ted . to · ·coriduc't an ·. 
. .. . . . . . . . . .~ 
• . -,- . . . · 
e_xt:ensive st~dy of . education in Newfo.undla~d and Labrador. 
.I! ' • • • . • . 
\ ~ \ 
. ·.: .. 
'~ . ' ' 
·-\ 
.. . . 
With·· reference · tci. school . lib~11ries, ·the Task , Force . made 
so~e • :.inte~es ~irig· discov~ri:~s- ~. . . -I~ :its . ~inai . R~por~·,·_ .. cr'ocke.r .-
• ' ' • • • 1,' • • • •, t • • •• 
· " 
·I ·I 
! ' . -1 • 
t· I 
I ~ I 
\.- . I 
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5 
at.'present there ar~ approximately 13 teachers in the 
.provin9e· who are ·employ_ea,. ·eithe.r ·f'l:lll or pctrt - time, 
as ~chool librarians. or ·Specialists in other media •. 
ThoE?e -teachers are -employed by nine School .oards and 
those :Boards are, in· .most ·cases,· ,th~ largest .Boards in 
, · the ·proyinO'ei· ( p. · 20 4) 
, I , l ...:.. 
• ._ ~ ~ f I • ' ' e 
.. ·:-· · The Task Force· ·concluded :there was a greit.t disp~ri ty 
i~~;~r~ : ~.e·~~f.·~~s -~ng :the schools in the· ~pfovince·. :·This 
' t 0 ' , , ~ 1 1 ' ~ • , 0 1 , , - ' , ' d~sparity ·s~ems ~ro~ the faqt that.many _smaller schoo~ 
'• 
• : • ' ' ' I • ,, \ • ' • • • 4 ' • ' 
:boards ha~ not ai·io~~t'ed any·· f~il or· · pa~t ~ .. tim~· 
'-... '· ' .. · ' . ' ' . ·. . ~:·· 
l.ibrari~.ns: . Crock.~r . and .Riggs (1-~!9) .stated.' ·· 
f I~ : . I, ·- • , I • 
, 
I 
. ~ . , . . . I . :' 
Se~_vic.es range' . from a I well - s'tocked resource . c~ntre ~ 
... well ' qualified pers9ntte•l and regul:ai . distribution of: 
materials to all ·SChOols' in-.the . 'di.s•trict, .to. a . 
·comp:fet:e . ·absence of· mat~tialSI: and quali'fi,~~ - ·. ' .  
personnel~ . (p. 204) · . . 1 .-: . ··, '. ·._.. ·.') · - ~.:'· ~ - ~ 
.... . . ~ ' . . 
~ . 
. . \ ~ ... :.. . - ' . ' ' . . .. 
, , School ;I.i~~ariei hav~ .~eeri · dev~oping iri . ~~wfou~dlel:nd -
• • ' I o I • • , • 0 0 • ~' ' • J ' ~ ' ' - ' ' ' 0 
· a~d L_abr':l~or::~o~ •severa:l: dec.ades~. · .{~-o~ -a :va:ie~Y .. _?f ~ ·1 tes~rch: apd from' Cbs~r~~ti~n., it' would appea·r . tha·t.: s~me : 
o • ' ,' ' ,._ • I ' • o •' I : o , ' • o ~ , ' • _ · • ', : ~ o ' ', • • I o ,' • • : i 
libr~r~es -~~re per~~i~g :.~d.e~u~te l~brary s~~vices ;·:·.. , . ·. ' 
; I · 
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' ' • , ' '-• l o 
•• . . • . .· . ' . . ' ' 1 ' . . • 
· ' . whe~eas. othe~:r ~ s~h~o~s . do ·?Ot;. app_eat1 to _be pr<;n~_i9in?. · ~ • . \. . . ·. 
,. . . I , ' • . 
·suffid~~nt ·library service •. : 
. . . . ' . • t .. 
. . . ... •• t 
, Kevin c;, Ma,rrre . (i97J)' ·~~.ducti!d a ~~ud:Y. ·~o-de~el"l!\ine , ·. 
•, • • ' ' ,#. I , ' ' .• , ' • . '\ ' . ' ' ' - ... , ' • I ' ' • . 
\ . ' i . ~ 
' ·!.:· .. , .. . 
I I , . : 
. to. ~~at_ e~~e~·t. d~~f~re~t .~ _ .f~c~o~.s t~fl~~~c.?.: · ·.~e - r_e~our~~ · . ·· : ·. 
., ~e?tre .,s~r.~~c·e~ .~re) ~~ ~e . el~-~~t~~Y ~~h.o~.l~,··.~f . ··: ': :_ . , · · · 
'tlewfounpland and Labra~oi:; · Marrie 1 (1979) ·related .lit ·, · · 
.!.. . 
·I . . ·: ~ I 
' . \ •, •I 1 , I 
·•· ·: ' . 
''' ' • t ' • l J - ~ II" o, • ' ' o ... , 'I I 
·~et~~~~:nants.,.to:· the. le;el.. of.- l·i~c~~-Y ';se.rvi~e !
1 
·~ :~.~6i~·ent; ·; · ·, · .'.: · : · .. ·:~ . · ,. 
. . '. ¥ . ' . ' "'\' ' ... . : . . - ' ,' ' ··. .. .. ' 
•' '! o ' 1 ~· 0 ° ' I J I t 1 \ '"' f1 , ' •\ 
• , o , \ • f • f , , I • • • • \ 
1 
. • • •• :. .. • . •• •• . • ' .~. .· : •  : :. • ~ ,. , • ' , , ' ·: f • ' l 
' ' ' I \ J 0 ' ' I ' I : ~ : ' : · . , '~ I J' : o I 
r•\ • • ' t ' • O 0 ' 1•• ' , .' 1 · ·, ' I .~ \. ~ I o 0 : ~ .. I ', 0 f 0 ~ : ~ ':, I • 0
0 
jJ ; \ \ I I '~ 
. , • • t ' •• ,. • • , • • ·' · ... 
1' " \ ' 1 I ", ' ; .' ~ I •t f t ~ ol I ' ' ~ ' ' ' • ,, ~ ', \ 
' ' t I ' ; ' ' i ' I f I '~ • o ,J ' ~ ' II :, :: \ • I : ·,' 
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physical facilities; work done by paid staff; work.done by 
volunteers; ·support from district den~res; and the ~md~ 
of release time for the l.ibrar ian. 
-""' 
.The eight co~n~nts of servic~ ~tudi'ed by Marr;i.e (1979) . 
~ ·,~ . 
. w~rfi the . eight com~~ents o,~ 
1
Se,rvice 'sugg~_sted ~y 
Bri:mscombe · and 'Newsom ( 1977) : the establishmen·t ·, m'a~ntenal)ce, 
: ~ . . . . ' ; ' . . ~ ', 
. . · .. 
·· a~cl. as~~·ss~ent of objectiv~s ·.of the· res~~rce :centre; .the 
. ... · ~ . ' ' . . . ~ : . . 
.· . · , acti~e part·icipati6n ln the'-devel~pment· -: Of·· curriculum··.-and 
- ·, . . :' ··. ·, ' ' _': .. · ~ ' ·. . .. ;. . . . : . ':; 0: · . ... ·_ ~.· ' . '' \ \ , ... 
) . . '.:· '·the ·.implemerita1;:ion of programs; the·. selection, organization, ·· 
J 't . ' ' ~ . ' • . • I • ' • ' • . • ,. I • ' o ' ' • • : I : '~ ' • I 
and ctrculation of ' materi~~s: th~ ·production of rnater.ials; ' '_. 
.. . 
, .... 
. . ~ -
1 ' I 
••• ~ ' .• • , l 
.. the ·informatiOn services pro'vided; · .and \the· admlnistz:ai,ion of 
. ' • , . '\ 




,The stud~ supported: the . . idea tfiat resource ·centres 
l ; 
.with good · physidal. . facili.d.es hav·e .. hig}\er levels :of .service;-
• j . •. • .' ·. . ' .• ; ' : ~ ~ ' . • 1 • ' . :. - • • ' • : • ' -
.work. done 'by paid staft did, ·not s~em to. signific_a!')tly 
• , ' • " ' ' ' • ' '~ ' 1 ; , 1 ' • • ' • ' l • • , ' 
· infl~enee. the:. levels of . . most . s~rvices; · the suppqrt:·of the. 
~ . . • ' : ~ . -~ •. ' ' ' ' ,• ' :: ·. • ·. ' • . ! " . t : . ·• -~ • ,: . 
clisti:'i,ct centre' had ' a' sizeabl'e ·.effect. on the est'ab~i'siune~t, 
0 ' I , 0 ' o' ' '
0 
' t 0 ' O t 0 
mainhe~ii'~ce, · -~hd . ~ssessme~t ·o-f ·objecti~es and chrriculum 
: . ' ' . . ~ . ~- . . ' . . .. 
. ... . ' .. .,. . 
deve~opment: fl,nd '~~e· : birin.g of :more ful':l• ~ time -resource 
. ·. - . . . .. . . . . . . . . . 
',\•, '• • • •, ' ' 'I • • 
. t~ac~~rs.~. wo~lf inc~~a~~- ~h~ :.qu~lity. ·of re~'our::e .. _ce~tre ·: 
:_ - s~rvicesi · ... ' · · · ' .. · 
·,. 
·' ' . 
. . . \ ' : \ . 
.• . . ' · 
; ' , 
.' ' · 
~~ # • •' '' :' ' o' , : ; ' : ' , ; .' ' ' ' ' : I • -~ \ ' ~ ' '' 
. . :, . , ·. After . reviewing the 'stud,y. conducted ~y Mt'rrle (·19 79) . · 
·., . . , ;: \ . • . I ·f ' ~ ' '' .• ' ... ' · , , I . ' . : · . , 
I . . ,, : :: _' , .. inV~Stlgatl-ng; the determ.i:rtimts or ,~he level · q~ · Service . in 
' :, • I ' j \ ' <0 • I ' ' ' ' • I ' o ' ' ' ' ~ ~ ' ' .~ • 
. . . ·' . 
. . .. . 
', ' : ··< ~ ' ; .:<~ . 'I I 
' ' I 4 I 
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resource centres in the elementary schools of. Newfoundland 
and -Labri;idor, it ·seems appropriate ·to invea:tzig.ate the 
. "' . 
determinants of tha levet of service in the high school 
ribraries ·of Newfoundland and I:<:tqrador. 
Significance of the Study 
I 
The investigator: consul ted variou.~ . government asencies ~~ . 
i~c~Udi~g the Division of school Services and the Division \ 
of Inst~uction,_ and the lo~_l_ .. Ed\!~at~o.nal 'Media Cou~cil .~f · \ 
t.~e NTA::: to dE7'termine the availabi_l~ty of ·i~fornat.ion rela:ing \ 
to" school 4brary · resource service~ i!l ~e high schools of· \ 
Newfoundland and Labr·ador. The researcher's enquiries· 
~ I ' , ' 
. ... . 
revealed an absense of any comprehensive information or 
' . / . ~
cc;>~cerriing ·the factors that influence library service. 
data 
f 
·' Recent information was not available, because studies into 
th~ factors influerlC:~_i!)g library service, had not been 
. pursued ·in th~ last dec;::ade·. . This study is designed·, in part, 
.: to gather such· information. 
. ' 
The apparent absence of information relating to school 
libJ:;.ary· re·source cent:t;"eS warrants a study of this type • 
' . . 
Th.,e findings of. this s .tudy sho.uld . prove valuable to 
I 
librarians, administratQrs', Schooi Boards·, ··.the Department 
•" ·.. ---................ . ~ 
of . Education, and all those who are interested in·-, . 
evaluating and improving library service in . the h_igh 























REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE 
., . 
This chapter will review the literature related to 
\ the factors that.· affect or influence school ~i~rary service 
. . 
in the secondary schools of Newfoundland . 
. ,.. 
A school library is· service. For itself ·alone, . 
, ' - . . . 
· thet:e is no reason fo~. a ~i;~~y to" exist •. · Its .value l'ies 
in the unique 'services it provides. Bowers (1970) clai_ms 
' that the collection; facilities and personnel of the 
library can be justified ~nly through ·t:he contributions of 
its services to the ed~cation(~ program of . ~he scho~~. ~ 
; 
Services of a school .library 
_,... .. / · 
The most ~angible testimony of .the value of· a library 
I I 
to the school is in the services it . offers. . The m9re 
clos.ely these .services are related to :the educational 
purpose q.f .the school, the .~re effectively the library 
becomes a le~rning laboratocy'. Davies (1974) states 
\ 
. ' 
the school library media program becomes a source 
and. force for educational excellence. only when it 
functions as an integral support component of the 





















program and the educational program are, one and 
in~eparable. (p. 3) 
Davies (1974) in discussing the library prog~am's 




tt is the educational program - its 'philosophy, goals., · 
purpos~, and object'ives -. which ~iv·e purpos~ and 
direction, scope ·and dimension, form and substance, 
significanpe and· va-lue to the school · library media ,. 
program. ;(p. ·3) · 
The .Anlerican Library Assoc;i.ation (1960.), the canadian 
i School Library Associa~ion ·(1.969) ,. Kenn~n and Doyle 
( 1962) and.. Branscombe ·and New~om · (1977), 'au: identified 
the major components of service _of the school library. 
These services are best identified by BFanscpmbe ·and > 














Canadian Schools. BJ;.anscombe and Newsom (1977) list eiqht 
major components of service: 
1. E~tablishment, maintenan~e, and ent of 
learning centre; 
a. kstab}ish a working relationship ith , the · 
principal, with respect to th'e est blishment 
of aims and objectives a~d the op ration of 
the learning resource centre; 
b. EstaQlish and work with a learni g centre 
advis'ory . conunittee of teachers a d s~udent 
representatives to define irnmedi te. ·and long -
term objectives, to .deterrnine 0 erational . 
routines compatible with user n· ~ds, and to .-. 



















promote continuing conununication with students 
and teachers ; ~ · 
c. Work with dis tribt ,Personnel in the continuing 
development ox···palicies and services and 
maintain communication between district and 
schoQl with/ respect to . resource services. 
d. Undertake :fiormal and informal procedures 
for evaluc)tin~the effectivene_ss of the 
colleo'tions, .ersonnel,. 7rvices I .and 
operat'ioni;tJ/ outines; · · .. 
e. Prepare annual reports a may ·be required; 
(1) Annual ·r·eport ·on total operatipn, 
. (2) Programme Develogmeht, 
· · ··• ( 3) Statistics on Collection, 
( 4) Budgetary estimates and expendi.tures I 
(5) R~commendations for improved services, . (p. 12) . . ' .. ~ ~ 
Active particip'a'~ion 'in the, development o£ . 
cu:t;riculum. and ·the impleme'ntation of .programmes · · 
designed around. the use ot learning materials in 
all media: . • . 
a. Assess instructional needs noting conceptua;t. 
·and coritent objectives in all subjects 1 and 
a).so paying attention to 'interdisciplinary 
relationships; · · .. ~ · 
b. Consult with .teachers on instructional needs 
and student abilities) · 
c. Participa-tes in curriculum committees and 
subject ·specialist group meetings; 
d. Plan research skills and orientation programmes 
cooperatively with _ classroom teachers; · · 
e. Plan study u.nits co - operativel.y with teachers by: . . 
(1) . ·Helping to identify .student learning 
objectives; 
( 2) Suggesting combi11ations of· *'<iterials 
useful in introducing and sup rting 
. inc:H Vidual and group topics; · 
( 3) Suggesting instruction~! str tegies pnd 
circ_ulation routines geared o. tnaktn\ 
efficient use of materials; · ~ 
( 4) .Giving ins.truction, · a~ .requ red ~n , 
retrieving· and applying· in oi'I.11atiorl; \ 
( 5) Serving as an extension of the t~ach'ef ,-
as students work indiviaua 1y or in 
groups in the -learning re'is urce 9ef!tre; 
( 6) Helping to evaluate streri ths and 
weaknesses of the· strateg es used; 
( 7) Co-operating. with teacher!; in carrying 
out remedial progranunes; /<P· 13) -
Selection, organl2;ation and circulation of materials 
supporting curriculum, prograrcune . rnplementation, 
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...... . .· . .... ' .. ~· ..... 
a. Managing budget, 
b. Ev,.a-ruafing and selecting print and audio -
yisua1 resources, '·'--'""'... ~- _ 
c. Acquiring materials, ~ -~ 
d. · Organizing coliections of materials~ 
e. Operating circulation -services, 
11 
f. · Maintainin9 collection~. (eg. binding, weed~.) 
. . {p. 13) . . . 
Production ·of materials ~ required by teachers or 
students to achieve specific learning\objectives: 
a. Advising in the design · of . specific material or 
programmes, . · 
.· b. Producing learning materiais;which, by the 
nature ·of their content, are not available 
from conunerci-al or institutional sources, 
c. Providing l6gistlc support· in the ·form of~ · 
. professional conipetenqies, :con·s.umable supplies, 
and equipment, · · • · · . 
d. Providing logis~ic'· suppor't 'to teach~rs and 
students respecti'ng· learning reso\lrce ·services . 
available from · the dis.trict level! · and conunerd:ial• 
. sources. (p. 13) . . 
Information Services: . .. 
a. Assistfng students and teachers in locating 
information and 'often, .actually findi~g the 
information for · the user, · 
' b. Offering a reading guidance ·programme f.or 
.. studen~.s, . 
c. Securing materials from sources outside the 
school,· 
"d. Communic~ing information about district 
... serviceS-and- policies to teachers and reP<>rt-i-ng- - -
. ' to -the district learning cen~re about teachers 
needs and suggestiGns fo~ improving resource 
services, . 
e. Pr.oviding access t'o' peopl_e and re:9ources in 
· the community through -maintenance of ·a 
resptirb~ file. (p. · 13) , 
6. · Services involving equipment: 
7. 
a. Organizing equipment. lending procedures, 
b. ·Managing preveritive1maintenance and ·minor 
repai-rs· of audio .. - visu·al equipment, 
c. Assisting .in field test and evaluation of 
audio visual equipment. (p. 32) . . 
Administratio~ of the learning resource centre: \ 
a. Dire~ting paid staff, \ · · 
b. Organizing and s_upervising · : s~udent ' aides and fill 
qotnniunity volunteers, I · 
~· Establishment and -maintaining daily operational 
routines, · · 
d. Handling such procedures as inventory, 
timetabling, and maintenance of records. (p. 32) 
' . 
., 


















s·. Maintenance of contacts with the community at 
large: . 
a: Public, co·llege, univers-ity and special 
libraries, · . ~ .. ~ 
b. Archives, museums, art.galleries, histori~al· 
restorations and sites, 
c. ·· Radio 'and television broadcasting stations and 
commu~i.ty cab+e li~ensed oj?erations, . 
d. Munici'pal, commercial, and industrial 
enterprises, · . · · 
.·e. ·Government, educational and cultural 
agencies: (p. 32) "-::-
. 
Factors which affect or influence 
I 




. . ---J-- .. : 
The id:al . sphool library would be expected: to provide' 
all of the libra'ry services identified by Branscombe and 
Newsom in Resource.services ·for: c:a:n:adtan·.·schools. It is, 
' . 
. however, extremely unlike~Y. _to expe9t each secondary school 
. \ 
ind~at~d.7 T~e degree to varie~becatise of the 
t~· ~rovide all of the services 
which each service .is provided 
existence of. a numper of factors. The provision of each 
J service to the teachers and students, accord:ing to 
Branscombe and Newsom (1977), varies as a ~estilt . of the 
eprol~ent of . ~ school·, the resource cent,re 
facilities, the ex_tent of . the support staff, and 
the availability. "Qf support. services · from the 
district centres. {p.ll) 
-



















---·--·1•''' ·- ~-~- ..... . ·-
I 
\ 
School library servicJ depends upon the provi~ion 
of adequa·te quarters, ~ careful,ly selected mul~i­
rnedia collection', and ~ersonnel with the' combined 
training of librar~ans / teachers and materials 
specialists ; (p. 11) \ · . 
I 
\· 
The Ca-~adia-~1 Libi:-ary Association (1969) 
, I 
co~te~ds thai the . succe~s of \a sch~~l libra~y program · 
.\ 
. ., 
is dependent upon 
.. 
13 
planning by the p~incipal and professional staff, 
the competence of the librariiim, the adequacy . of . 
quarters _ and the -Ample · p5ovision of . materials. I 
Those element~ cari \)e prolvided only by the ·. initial, 
·capital· 'cjrB,nts "and annual expenditures frqitt" • 
' various levels of governm nt. · (p . . 27) ' • · · 
that 
. . \ . .-
. .~ ~ . 
. . I 
The American Library. Associiatio:n' (1960) states 
. . \ . . ~ 
' . 
I 
in order to have a schoo,l ~ibrary program ~eet the 
needs of the teachers and students adequately and 
, I 
competently, the,.school must have personnel 1 
. ~ I · 
mater.i:als, fund~, ~uarters 1and equipment necessary 
for its successful performance. (·p. 23) 
. ! 
I ' I 
~ I 
I 
Kennon and Doyle ( i962) s"ta~~ that . 
I ' 
school l~brary personnel, rn~_ter~als, funds, 
and faciJ,\i io_ies are necessary to support a full 
pr~grpm o~ ~ibrary service~to .pu · ils and ! 
teachers • 1 ( p. 1-0) · · 1 ... • • I, . 
I • , \ . . 
I 1· ' 
I' 
I 
























to t~e four ents of' ·budget, staff, coll-ections, 
and facilities, a fift~ - program planning ..:. must 
..qe added; this term describes· the ·cooperative efforts __ 
of school administrators, supervisors, teachers, 
and librarians to .Plan and il\lplement a full program 
-of library services. (p~ l .OY 
.. 
Tlie enrolment of a scliool or schooi board has been 
.cited as a determinant of the -level of •service by-
/ 
' 
severa,l: ed~~_?-to~s ~ (Brans~oinbe a~d Newsom, 1977; Ma#ie, 
. 1979)' . Wi'ikinsori ( 197~) I in a -Cariadia .. n survey spon~ored 
. . . . . 
by _the sc;:hool. Progress 'Magazine ·ov.er a t~~year period, . 
exam~nes. the trends and -problem.s involved in the boards' 
. . 
use of educational media. A study of the survey results 
• 
~·· 
reveals large school.bo~rds .geoerally have more of 'almost 
eyery type of equipment per 1,-000 students than smaller 
boards. Baseti on the findin~ of this study, it can be 
. -
assumed that. schools with larger · enrolment will have 
more of "each type of equipment -than smiller schools; 
The. ·addition of personnel and quarters could translate 
. ,· . ' . \ . 
this into better liJ:>rary servic·es. 
A review of the literature seems to indicate that , 
.. . 
the .staffing of the· libr.ary by~ q~alif~ed and full time 
personnel is a factor deter~in~ng the ~eve], of 1 ibrary 
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the components of the media program consi&t not (only) 
of phys.i,cal facilities or even of collection, but 
rather of the actual service given by the. staff, 
making use of the media and equipment provided, in the 
process of implementing the -objectives of . tile school's 
total educational program and .thereby contributing 
directly to the school's impact on the ~tudents. (p. 4) 
. \ ' 
:~;.:...:,_ 
The al·iff~;'¢ltion of qualified ~ibrary staff is a very. 
~,;;-; . . 
importq.n,.t. 
·.~,~~-...;,/. . ' ' de'~inant 9f the level of~library serv~~-
Davies ( 1974) · ~laims 
.. 
the proper Staffing Of th.e library media centre ·iS One 
basic facto'.!:: which determines whether or not the. 
library ~edia program will . successfully .an,d effectively 
support the school's instructional program. A library 
.media progr:am of excellence " deJT!ands ' the ·services of . 
sufficient numbers of lib:t;arians, · technici~ns, 
paraprofessionals, and clerical. assistants to inan· the 
program adequately. (p • . 96) 
... 
The Canadi:an School Libre.ry Association (1969) c.ontend·s 
't/1 • 
the . 9uali ty· of library service depends on the adequacy 
of the· library staff. Regardless of the s~ze in 
collection, quarters or budget, the library cannot 
function as an educa'tional force in ' the school i:f the 
libr.acy' staff. is too small or .lacks the special 
qualifications : required for the work. (p. 21) 
. ', 
A study conducted by McM.j.llen (1965) · revea'ls that 
c 
schools with good l,..braries and full "" time teacher . 
lib~arians are superior to s'ohools with minimai librarie~ 
. . . . 
I • 
or no library service· in areas 0~ reading comprehension 
. . I 
' . ~ 























Davies (1974) statep that. 
• •• • 
. ' . . .\ . ., . s~nc~.tl;r~ SE'!IVJ.ces of the· lJ.brary m~dl.a. program 
permeat;es 'the entire i~str~ctional ._ process, tl:le 
quality of leadership, guidance, apd il)struction 
prpvided by .the .library l)ledia apecialist directly 
in~luence. and a~fect .. the quality of the 
edpcational program·. · (.p.. 33) · · · 
'· 
~ • ',1 · 
. r ~ . 
.. 
A research study,. ~as con9.~ct'eQ tJ.r:tder· a :Unite~ · ·s ·tates . 
. . 
Office of' Education (USbE) contrac'f .. py Gaver•.' (1963 ). ~ . ·:· 
' ' • • ~ I ' , ' ~ o ' ' ' : ' ' ' ·, • ' ' ' · ' , ' ' ~: ,' ' • : ' : t I ' ' ' : ' ~ "'I : • ' ' f .,~ 
Su:~ficient e·vidence was fo~nd · frbm a .. ·l~rn;i.te~ · 'satnp~e .that ·. 
. . :· . . . . . . .. 
chi~dte~· _in . ~chool~ wi~ . ~entrali.ze~ i~br~.ties ~t~ffe<l by. 
. professional librar;ia·ns showed·. e~idee/:~· .of . be.tt~r· reading 
. . ' . I , . () . . . ; • .. • • .,... 
,., ac.complishrnent of .greater ·~du'cati~hal ga,in than do · p~pils 
in schools· without librarie~. t 
·. ' : 
. . 
McKenna ( 1961) conducted . a study at. the · Insti.tl.lte : of· 
<) ~ • ' • 
Administrative_ Resea~c~. qf 
.... 
.. Teache;r's Coll~ge · inv~stigating 
. . . . . . 
staff deployment prActices i ·n. a sciho~l;. system. ·.The . st~dy ·.· . . 
.. . . ·_,. . '. ·:' ·• / ' . . . ' '• .· ·. 
provided eviderice l to sho~. :that .of eight types pf professional 
• - ' , , • , .' ' ' • 
1




• , ' ~ 0 ' , \ ' 0 
specialists in_ these, sc~ool 'syst~ms',. ful:l' -.· time librarians • 
'b. , " .· 
· . 
. showed the highest · correla:tion w.i·th th·e scn6.ol S'yst~ 
/' 
quality crit-erion. 
' . ' . . 
. 0 • 
' .• 
Marrie (.1979) foupd' a . direct·· r~l.atio'nship. between 
the proportion c;;f released .;.time. allocated··· to the 'i.ea·rn'ing·.:~ 
• • • • • • ' 1 ., • ' • • • • - •• •• • • ~- • 
resource teacher. and the lev'ei . o~· : resou~~e se;vice~ .. ·. . . .\ . 
,_ ... · ~· ' 
u' ~ 
\: ·. ' 
I • 
.• ·,. ·.· 
. ' 
. ' 
~ . . ' . 
. .. i . .. ··. 
. . . 
·'' .·. 

































. ' 17 
The ~idelines for Libracy Ser~ic.e, prepared by ·the 
\ ~-.s·. ~ ,. \1 .. ~! 
Ptim~ry Schools 1 Libra.ries ,Committee of the Schools 1 
. •. . \, 
Commission ("~974) states that . ' . 
& • 
· . . 
. ) r. 
• · 
\ . 
the resources (of ra - ~chool will not be· maximi z~d . .-
effectively unll:!ss ;they. ·are accessib1e ·a·t ~~l · ti(Oes ~ , · 
apd interpreted to users by qu~;t.ified 'and experi.enced .. -
. staff. helping ·,to; integrate : these resources· -into the' · · · 
schooi :program. , Library service~ should th.ere.fore . · 
·Qe. it\. the ·~~ge of . a teacher - · l~brarian ·as a ··. " · ~ . 
. ·coord.inator. and gu!'de of . its· effective use . Teaching 
experience· a'nd school library' quarifi:catl::ms 'are .. 
· · es51ential for teacher librarians , who·" are aBle to 
C~· "':' . operat,.. in atran'girig ' leatning : exper~ence~ for 
·_children to ~  abl(e · to manag.e ~e resources 'foz: 1:7he , .. 
benef~1: of the sch.ool. (p. 5) · 
· . 
. . :• . . ·. ·r 
In its gu~delines ~or library services in primary schools 
' • I . 1 . I 
Q, in Aus tr'alia, ~~- Primary · Schoo~s 1 Lib.ra'~~es Commi i;?.tee of . ,. 
~ . . ,. ' ' .: , 
the Schools 1 Commission (~974) stated ·that the general 
< accessi.bi~i.t~ of the ;eso~rpes ana the ~ibrary . . itself is 
0 ' ' ' o o • • ~ • I 





• ., ' ' • ; • • ' ' I 
/ : : scboql',s le:',:n1'ng' _Pro_gram : ,' T~e : ~~11"~on": ~ ta~es 'tba t '--" ' 
• \ f • ' - • • ~ • • • , • • ..... 1 . .. • . ~ . • ~ .. ... ·: : . • . . 
" ·. 
" · {; · ensure this integration· it must be possible .to 
\ ove easily, 'materia~s and equipment .£rom, t~1e: · 
I egOUl'Ce service areas· to Other~ .learning . areaS for· \ . 
· · bu~k 'loan .fl.hd terilporary pousing' ._f9~' inunediat·Er .use. (p. 7) • . . . . ~ ' . . . '~_: . •.. ' . .. ' . 
,-
..: . 
. ' ' . 
. .. 
Barker and aJi-n?am· ( ~9~8) claim·· the-'.scliooi 1-ibr~ry· · 
'J stould be . ~e-.r physi.cal . and i~te11E(c~~- ·l}eart ~~~ ~e s'chool': 
. ' 
\ c . , ~ 
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accessibility is th~ keynote: library location,· hours, 
spatial arrangements, shelving; cataloguing and 
scheduling must maximize usage~· An importan~ factor 
'in ·accessibility .J.s. not only the method ·of information 
retrieval, but ~he ease · and ~peed with which this 
retrieval can be und~rtaken. (p. 6). · 
..- M~r.;-i,e ,('1.9l/.:':lpol:te'd · th~~ reso,~rce cen·tres . with. 
good physical facilities have higher levels ' of service. 
, ' . . ., • . I • o • • 
Marrre (l!n9·v~dded ~at · if : ilie · · qu.~l~ty and s.lze of th~ . 
I I • ' ' • • ' , t • : ·• •,. . . • • • '•" . • 
physic'al facil:ity irnprgved~ then. the'··ser.vices of ·the 
• \ ~.. t --~·· • • .. • , ' 
. . '.' l[brary would also · improve. '· i· · 
··. . .. 
·. 
CD ' , , 
: ., ' . \ . . ' 
Davies ( 1979.f s 'ta'tes a 
- ..~ · . . . ,. 
t I • 
quality library. r;nedia: prog+am . 
. I . . ~ • . • • ' . : 
0 ' · requir~s. ·adequ~ te·· facilities to ·support . its ~y~iad · . · · ' 
, ... '. • _,· _ .. . a · · • · ' · •'it> ', 
functions. 
. . ,., 
"7 ·· ·,· G.· ·_R~g~f': ·sell .. (~975) · in a · worki~.g p~p~;x.:f ~n.ti'~l~d 
. ;,An: Examination of -LeA;-~i~ Centre Effectiveness,. 'claim$ ' 
~ • • • • • • 0 .\ • • - ·~\~~- ' • ·~ · • • • • • :9 
tha'·t · .th~ .. s 'chool li:bracy··~ fac~l~ ty; i:t~~~f ,··i-s ·a · 
d~te~inant. of the . qual~ ty . ~f J:fb~~ry, ·serv:f.c_e. Seil 
/ .. ·. ::. : : .·: ·(19'i5) 'fJ .~~tes that 
·:! . .. ·. ; . ... . ..... 
• •. . ' 0 
·• • ' • . ~ ' . . . . •• . . . • I • I • 
.. • · ·the p~ysical attractiveness', e.as·e of entry,: adequacy 
.. :. ·. ~-: .. · of spa~e .and ligh~i~q; and·. the .. ~ppropriateness .of : 
·· . : · .· furnishings ·are ·some o"f, the items which· ·could ·be ..  
., .· · . · · assessed.· a!3 indicator's: '~f learning·:·c~htr~ faci~ity 
. : · · quality·. (p. 19) : :· ·, . . '. · ;. ·. · . , ' · • ..... : 
•, , • ' ' • I ' ' ; ',' ' • ' 
0




·. . .. , '4 . ,•,. ' . .. ' : ' 
• • I 4. • • • : • ' • • • , ', • • ~ I , ~ ' : 1 :· : • • • 0 :' • • • ' • • .. • ' ' ' • t ' • • • • 
. ·:· ~..-: .·· . / · ·Cjo_:lef: (1.97s) ·· ide~t_i~i.ed s~ye~a~·.· possible criteria .• 
I 0 • I o ' : o ' o ' \ ' o . ~ I 0 
f.or ·ey~l.u~t.~~g. ~·e· . s~cce~s· ·~~ ·-~~ f~~-~ni~g- p;roqr~ • .' .A~· the:· 
• ' # ( ' • 61' ' It 'I, '; I I,' 
• " 1 ! 1 •• • 
I ' 'f -: If · , , , ' , ' ,•, , , : :' 
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. ... . -- . ~ ~ . . 
. . . 
'.',top ~f his lj.st was ~e · acce~~d-..bility to. the 's~h,o'61. 
. · l'ibrary. i ts~iL 
I 
Tne P_:rimary SchoQ~s ~ .. Libraries. cornrni ttee. of the . 
• "' • r : . . ' • ~ • ~ .. 
~ •. . ' . . . ... . . ·. Schools~ Commissidn (1974) stated that the ·school l~brary -
. . - . . . 
. . , .. . - . 
. sh!uld ·_be plan'ned . as . a_ c~ntral ~enti·(y~ in OFder to p~pv~d~ 
.. 
ease of access ..to'>the scbool 'as .a whol·e •. · . . ' 
,'t •• • •• • "' : • .. ~ . 
... ... ,' . ~: -~ , . ' .. " . ;. 
• 'I • I ., 
. ~~e ' s~o~¢ ~ /~~ l'i!i~ary • ... -~~{:~~i~h is an irnP.drtant' . 
. . ~ . . . . ' . . . . ' '. .  ' ; 
0 f~cto~ '.d~tern\i;in~ ·tl).e~ .l~yei:pf li-h·rary · se~vice: ·'Sell 
' • ' • ,' ' • ' • . ' '.. ,. ' • 4, ', : : • , o• ', ~ : ~ \ • e \ • I • • ' , ' :• f ', t • ' ' I ., 
. " . 
(1975). -.cl9lms ~e.':· ~:evel .·of .'~·ibr~ry\_ ser~ice .. is depemde~t 
•• ·. • • ' . L' . I : .. ' . . '~ ~ • , .· •' ... "' ' .' 
upJn the . collection be1ng a,vaii~bl~ • . t This. i:nclUdei . the . , 
~·. 
, . I 
. . 





9 ,, • • ~ I ' • o " t. I ~ ' ' t' 
0 I ~: ' • • ! ' I ' 0 \ 
print- and . noh p'~int instructional materials,~ afi walr· 
. . .:' . I " • ' ~ •• " ' . ': I : .. 
as th'e ~quipme_nt. 
1) 
... . 





• . • Qo • .. ... • ' ' • • ' ~ • • ' •• 
The· America.n· ·Library ~ssocl:~;fio~ . (1'9~0) s.tates .that 
' • • I 
0 
'1 ' ' 
... . , • t 
.. 
~ , ~ e~ • , . . 
•"' 
>·ir{ .. ~h~ ,educ~t.ion o~ .\:~:ll .ioutht•: ~rom t~e -s~q~~~b .·. ·:,. 
, ./. learner: ·. in· kindergarten ~o the,: most . ~nte'll~g~nt· 
•. • • senlor• in h·igh s 'cl1q61 ,/·~n ~bunde1;n~e· c;>f printed ,arrd I • . . 
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20 
financial support:t.o provide the requisite collection, 
staff and physical ' facilities. 
' . 
~ 
Marrie (197·9)" ih"'"a .study of the determinani:'s o'f the 
level of service in· · :libr~ries in th~ elementary school, 
. ' . , ~. ' 
' • ,.. t I I \ ' ._ ' ' ' 
repo}ited the avail~bi.lity of s-qpport ·service· fro.m 
: district ·c~itties si.griiff~.~~tly ; inf~u~nce .·~e -, level \of 
' " • • \ • ' ' ' • ' ~ • , • ; I ' • I • ' ' ' ,I 
' .. :l .. ibraryl ' serv;i.c~. ·, ' \_ ... ( ' ,, ' i :· ' a • 
' ' 
, I . 
I '·'. ·. 
" 
.. ' '. \ ' ' 
· · The attitude_ o~ the .:pr~fic~pal. towards library-
. ~!: o .: ' ' •: , .. :,4·, ~ •: ' w .• : ( ' • ' I 
. ,s~rvi9e i,_~ 'a de~~miping-' factor~. af~ecting the· level of 
:· · ·s~-rvice. · :- we~' -(196S)· .'ciai~ed toot if the prindipal.pf ·a 
, I o '\ • • '· ' • • ' t ~: · partacul~r s'cJ~ool ri~d~rst~od·· and be'li~~ed :: in : the value 'of 
1 • ' ,_ I ' ~ ' I t • • 0 "' 0 • 
I· 
• .... • ' o..,. .... 
. the~· a~brary resource centre, · th~libra:ry service in that 
I ~ ' ' 0 ' , 
• . ' '7) -. ' - . ' . 
school would be inci:~ased and the . library would be real~y 
' " . . ' -
functioning properly.· 




' . ' 
O,e'Sroc'hers .. (1'9:65)~ stat~d. · th~ att~tude. of the teachers 
.. I • - l tlfl" • • ~· •' • ""' f , •' ' ' ,,1. I 
in ~ scho'ol .i:.s a~. ex;r~m~ly_ i~port~ z\·t. fa'~to; 'in 
• 4 • I' ,.. • ~ 
de.termini~g -·'the;: l'ibr~~ ,:~ :u~~iu.ln~ss .'a~d ·the;· re~et· ·of. ' .. 
• • ' ,·I~ ' • o ~ ~ ' • • o ' ' ' ... • ' • 
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a: school~· library doei~ not consist merely qf preml~es 
"and a boo1( ,collect.ioh. 'It;' ~S·:'l?r~l1l{lrily a ·dynamic 
pe~agogical centre· •. . : ~ontrary ~ - oth~r .. types of 
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A review of the_ literature seems to indicate that the 
s.chool library exists to provide an important service to 
its -~4Acher~ oand students'. School library service is a 
l 
multitude of activities. The traditional role of the 
libr.ary as a storehouse -for print material~.' has 
disa~peared in favour of a much different role. The 
modern schoo·l library 1comprises a co~lection o.f · both 
·.print anq non· .:.. prin't l.tems and equipment. In today's 
~ducational spectrum school -library servi9e is a 
dynamic pedagogical - force • . The library has been 
transformed from a preserver of knowledge and information 
to an ~pplicator of resources to the teaching 
act. 
A review of the literature seems to !;JUgge!lt'" tliaf· ·tne , 
. ""- .. 
• 
~ : · 
.. 
degree· to which · a _school· can provide libr~ry ser.vice · is . -· .. : 
•• , · • ' • • 4 . .. • • • • ·~ : • ; • ..~. ' - :,' • .. 
.d.ependent upon. a nilmber oi ~actors. It was · to study .th,ese - · .• · .... · ·. 
. ~. . . . . . . . " ". .· . . . . - . .. ' . 
factors and · their· ·effect on tP.~ library s~rvices . 6£" . .a .- _ ..... · - .. - .- •. ·. 
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STATEMENT OF THE PROBL~~ 
• 
The general purpose of this study was to establish <t:.'he 
) -
# 
relationship between the factors that affect library service 
in secondary schools and the level of that service. The 
first problem affecting the study was ide\tifying the 
variables or factors that seem to affect· library service. 
The second .. problem was to identify the characteristics of the 
servic_e. The investigator•b.ad .to initiate and develop a 
method w4ereby the variables and the characteristics of 
• 
the' service could be determin~d. . 
' 
Determining the variables 
.... .... .. 
" . . 
: .. . . .... .. .. ; Ef-fort's t6 search out comprehens-ive social science 
~ • 4 I 
. i 
research relating to the success of iibrary service were 
.' . . . \ . 
·in, . .'vairt·:· :':si:rtq~ ::,_~~~ direct information was unavailable · ... 
./ .. . _ ~· .. _; .. , ,.-··· ·~· .;._, , · .. · \ . .. · 
- · • • concerning;. the factors which determine the leve! of library 
~ - .. - · ~ . . " ., " ~ : . .. . . . 
. ~· · servJ.ce, the .·irwestigator decided to survey various 
-. . • .- .. - . 4:... •• :; . .,· - ' -
-- .. · · · • . : · ··ebcp~;-ts in t-he profession in Newfoundland and Labrad:or. · 
· · ' ~ · - These profes_s·i~_nals were 
tfiey are all . involved in 
. J. . : . • 
. . 
s'elected for several reasons: 
. I. 
providing library ser.vice, they· 
.are a.ll . either -graquates or post , gradua,tes of. a· programme 
.. 
in school libraries an,q learning resources: and finally, 
\ 
v • . 
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they were in a position to fully rjalize the factor~ that 
could af~ect the level of library erv~ce. 
The writer's r~ding and rese~ch led him to assume 
there we:re a number of. factors .which, directly or 
indirectly, affected or influenced the level of library 
service .. in the province of Newfoundland and Labrador .. 
The writer compiled a list of these factors. 
• 
· A questionnaire co~taining these factors was constructed 
and distrib~ted to the. school board. library • media 
coordinators and the provincial- l.i::b_rary consuttant (see 
J • 
Appendix A) •. These pr0fessionals were as~ed to confirm or 
. 
reject ·. the factqrs selected 'by the investigator. They were 
. 
asked to respond in the affirmative or in the · negative to 
the factors listed. They were also asked to make any 
comments or suggestions which they considered were 
.. 
necessary •' In aadi tion, the experts were asked to contribute 
any factors they felt were ~gnificant deterrniners.of 'the 
' level of success of school library service~ · 
• 
As a result ·o{ the survey, a ! total of_seventeen factor.s 
were agreed upon. · These seventeen factors were determined to 
have. 'a significant .affect on the level of library service. 
"" . Th~se factors were: 
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' . 
1. School enrolment. 
2. The operation of a district centre. 
3~ Alloca~ion of library staff. 
4. ·The librarian's qualifications. 
5. The percentage of the librarian's teaching time 
assigned to the library. 
6. The physical facilities. 
7. The attitude of the School bl'-ard • 
. s. The . attitude o~ the principal. 
;g .. · Collection. 
'to·. · Expenc:li :ture. 
. 
11; . ·The 'libr~riim's commitment •. 
. : . I ' ,. t,-.. 
_1:L : : -st~d~~t ·a~ility. to use the libr~ry. . ·
· 13 • : t1brary i?olicy ~ :. 
14. Teaching methodology of classroom teachers. 
. . 
15. The org~nization of library materials. 
, 
16. The location of the library • 
. . 
17. The attitude of the teaching staff. 
Determining · the characte~istic~ of library serv'ico/.~ 
/ 
L 
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select a number of cha.acteristics (measures) of library 
.. ) 
service. However, . since adequate social science research 
'. ' 'lb 
could not be found, the investigator could no~ d~termine, 




Using Branscombe and Newsom (1977), the Canadian Library 
Association (1969), ~d the American Library Association 
(1960) a total of 34 measures of librpry service were 
25 
selected. These services were included in part two of the 
survey completed by the experts (see Appendix A) . 
The respondents were arrked to make. two responses for . 
each statement: (i) whether or not they considered the 
statement -to be a measure of library service and .(ii) if, 
in ,·th,eir opinion, it was a measure '·of library ·service' 
how importa~t did they consider the service to be in the 
to~a~n of a sChool librar~. 
To make the~ second-response- their indication of the 
importance of the service - the .respondents ·-were asked to 
rate -the importance of each statement on a tqree point 
scale: important, highly important, extremel~.important. 
The purpose of this second rating was to enable the 
investigator to calculate .a priority of indicators of · 
libra~y services. The;oarculatio~ was made as follows: 
I , (i) for each respondent, each statement was rated as one 
. \ ' . " 
. ' . (important), t~o (nigh~i~portant), or three (extremely 
important), ( il) the total value. of each statement was 
.... ' 
calculated by obtaining 'the sum of all the ratings for 
. / 
that statement (iii) the mean of the . valtle·.Of each 
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26 
statement was calculated. 
When the value of each statement was obtained, the 
priority list_was established by assigning first place to 
the measure _witn the .highest mean, the second place to the 
-----rneas'ure with the second highest mean and so on•. 
The results of the fi~st response - whether or not 
each statement was considered to be a measure of' library 
service - indicated that, in the view of the respondents, 
. 
\ 
all the staternents - w~re measures of library services. 
The rati!lg of the importance- of each service resulted 
in the following list, from most important to least ·importa~~: 
, 
1. Assists tea~hers in planning for effective use of 
t . 
instructional materia~s and eq~ipment (2.88). 
~ 
. . 
2. Maintains a working relationship witH prinqip9l 
\ 
and staff (2.88). 
• 
3. Informs teachers of new materiiis that have been~ 
acquired (2.88). 
4. Assists teach'ers in locating and selecting 
' . r 
learning a~d teaching materia~a (2.66). ~ 
Suggests to teachers relevant materials, ·i~eas, 5. 
·. ' ... \("' 
and resource people for cl~ssroom units (2.66). 
6. Makes the library and library •resources available 
... 
\ 
~ -t "' . 
.......... . 
. 
~----------~-.....---.... - ·- -----
. / 











throughout the school day, including before and after 
classes and during lunch periods (2.66). 
\ 
· 7. Assists curriculum committees in the selection 
of appropriate materials for resource units {2.66). 
a. Implements a program of library aides (2.66). 
9 • . Works cooperatively with teachers to plan study 
units {2.66). 
10. Provides instruction -in research sKills (2.55). 
•· 11.· Organizes a~l library materiais and equipment" 
for· convenience, avai,1abili tr.J and effective use ( 2 .-5.5) • · 
i . . 
12. Reports new library materials and· f~atu~es of · 
~ibrary service at staff meeti~gs (2.55)~ 
2.7 
• 
13. Gives instruction to students in the use of audio 
visual equipment and material (2.S5). 
,. 
14. Continua11y evaluates library effectiveness ( 2'. 55). 
15. Consults teachers on instructional needs and 
student abilities ( ~ • .ss} • · 
.. 
16. Establishes and maintains daily operational 
~~ 
routines (2.44)~ 
17. Establishes· a network for obtaining material 
from sources outside the school (2.44). > 
. 
lB. Assesses instructi~nal needs (2.44). · 
• '19. Provides liaison · with the district centre (2.-33). 
· 20. Provides 'i.nservice for teachers ( 2. 3~) • 
·· 21. Gives instruction to students- in the use of the 

















22. Guides students in their selection of books and 
other materials in terms of their abilities and interest 
(2.33). 
23. Evaluates and selects print and . non - pri~t 







Provides budg~t management and control (2.33). 
Guides reference and research work (2.11). 
Conducts student orientation to the library (2.11). 
' 
'· 
Schedules · class visits . to the library (2.og>. 
" Establishes a reserve service when necessary (2.00) .• 
Assists teachers and students in the producti:on 
of ,local mater,:i.als ( 1. 88). 
I ' t30. · Prepares bibliographies for teachers (1. 77) • 
• 
31. Maintains a plearinghouse of up - to - date 
information concerning commun.i ty and other resources· for 
instructional purposes (1.77). 
32. Conducts equipment checks and does minor· repairs 
{1.77). 
33. Prepares necessary repo7ts (1.77). 
34. Establishes a learning advisoxycommittee (1.44) • 












previo~s section could be fitted logically into the eight 
c~tegories identified 
follows: ... 
Newsom (1977) . _as 
the 
I , " } • . The est.ablishment, ma1.ntenance, and 
objectives of .:he res.ource centre. . \ 





establishes a.learn~ng advisory committee. 
"';' cont:in~ally evaluates, libi'ary ef_fectiveness. 
prepa_res, ne~essa'ry reports • 
provides liaisqn-with dist~ict centre. 
' 2. The active participation in the development of 
curriculum ·an~e implementation of programmes. 
- assesses instructional n·eeds. 
- co·nsults teachers on instructional needs and student 
abilities. 
a~sists c~:triculum . conunittees in th/ selecti~~ of-
appropriate materials for res_ource units. 
guides reference and research-fork. 
- _provides instruc-tion in research skills. 
- assists teachers in locating and seleqting learning 
and teaching~materials. \ 
suggests to teachers relevant materials, ideasr and 
resource people for ciassroom units. ~ I 
- _assists teachers in planning for effective. use of · f 
instructional materials and equipment. 
- gives instruction to students in the use of audio -
visual equipment and material. ' ·. 
1 . 
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- conducts student. orientation to the lil>rary. 
- works coopera~ively with teachers to plan study 
units. o r 
3. The ~election, organization, and circulation of 
materials. 
- p;ovides 0 budget man·agement and control. 
• • ' ~ I ,__...,. . 
... - evaluates ·and seiects print and'norl . .... print material 
and .equipment • 0 • •• • • • 
• 0 
org~mizes. a'll .l.:i.bracy: ·mat~rials and ~quipmept .·for 
:co.nveni~·n~f?, . C\vai;Lal;l~~it:Y~ ~-na ··;effective _use_. ' · ·. 
. . . ' " . ~ . . 
- makes · libr~~ and library resources . availab.l~ · 
·· throughoue . th~· ·school (Jay, ' incl.u~:i.,ng before. a~d 
after · class'es ' and ·durin:g · lunch ·pe.+iocis. . · . .. ' 
' ' ' I ' 0 ' • 
schedules class · ·vis'j, t~' to the libracy •. 
' . 
4. The ·production of materials. 
' . . .. ' . 
., 
a·ssists tea¢hers and· students· i·n · ·t~~ . production Of 
,l-ocal mat~ria1s. 
1 0 
• 0 ' ~~\i'es inst:uct~cm to ,student~ ·in ~se of audio . -
v~sual; equ~pment and materials• ~. \ 
• ' 0 
gives ·instruction to studehts in the. use-·of. t:he 
• 0 libra. ry. · 0 .. • 
. ... 
~- p~ovides inservice for teachers. 
· .. 
pre~pres bibliographies · for teachers. 
r 
5, · Information services provided. 
est.ablishes a network for bbt~;i.ning m~ter:iai from 
sources outside the ·school. . · 
~ . . . ' 
. . 
- provides liaison with d.istrict centre. 
.· 
. . -· . . 
- ,reports new library matel:iC\lS and features Of l .ibrary 
• • • • 0 • • 
0
: • • 1 . . 
• • • • • • ' ' 0 • ' • 
I : 
\ 







































I . tt 
·l.;_;...vfce at staff meetings. · 
-assists teachers in. locating and.selecting le~rning 
and t~aching materials. 
- guides students in seleetion of books and ..other 6 ~ 
. materials in terms of"~eir abilities and interest. 
- mairtt'llin~ a clearinghouse of up - to -· dat~ · . . P 
inforrnatio,n con-cerping community and ot:her resources 
for inst·rur.tional purposes. · . - P •• , · • 
-. . 
informs ·teachers of new materials that have been 
. - . t acqu'i.r:~ed. t. 
'· 
. 
0 ..... ' 0 
6. The serviC'es involviJ1g equi~>,ment .Provided. 
. 4 <1 • • 0 
conducts equipment ehecks· and . does mirio1 ~epairs. 
. . . ' . . 
- orga~li~es all iibrary ma·i'ieri.als . and equipment for 
convenience, aV.aiiability, and. effective use .. 
• • < • 
, /• eva19Ptes~nd · selects prin~ and non- print material 
and equipme~. . 
...., 
7. The administration of t4~ Re~o¥rce Centre. 
- implements a progr~ of library ~ides. 
establishes and- maintains .daily operational 
routi'!les. c • ...:;r · 
v 
a; ·The main±enance of con~cts w~~· the community at 
• large. 0 • , • • 
~stabll~he~ · a·o~~twor~ ·f~r .. obtainin~aterial front 
•I 
sources outside the · schoo,.l .• · ·· ;· · 
' ' t I • 
!I( . • ·• o , o. ' I .. 
maintains a · clea~inghouse of ~p . - to - date in~rmation cone rning community an~ othef res~s 
for instr~ction~ purposes. · . , 0 
• 0 \ • • 
\~ • . \ I 
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5 ~ .-. Is t'h~re ··a. 'significant, relationship bet:weerr 
~;,~ices · l.nvol v in9 , P~rd~cti.on 
··c:~~rac~eri.s tics, of scrools and 
t ' • .'\ 
. -
of m~~erials an~ selected 
s-chool. · fibraries? 
' . . 
: , 
(I ~ • 
6:. Is there. a.· ~.ignific::ant rela.tionsh'ip ·between 
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• \ 'o. ' • ... • ' \ • • • • • • • ' ~0 f ' .. • • ,. • • "' ·., 
" . ·.in(?r~a.~i~~ · -~~:J:"·~~e:~ ,~~d ... ~e}~cted .ch.~~~e:r~~tics .. of• 
sehools and scnool ' lieraries? ' 
·' 
\. , • I ; 
~ , ' ~ . " • • . . I ' ) , 
c I . .~t ~ • ' ' /, , .. ' ' • J • '. ~ 
.. . '• . ... . . "' :- . • . . ... 
. .. • • ·. ·. •: :· ,,' : ·;, '• ·, •t : •• , J• • I I . , '. 
7 •. · l;;s · there · a .,signiricant refa.tionship between. 
.: . :. ' ... ~ \ . .' .. ; . . . ~ ·, . . ·, ~. . ' ... . '. . . . ' . . ' . : . . 
serv.ices. involving' eg\]..ipin~nt ~an4 se'lecteei ch~rac.te~istic~· 
·or ~cho~i~· ~an~ · -~chbo·i' ·.11b:~~~i~s~;· · ·; ... 
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' . 
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. p I 
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· ; . B. , ·. ;Is. t~er~ &·. si.gni'fidfint . :te).a:~ions~ip ~betw~e:A :tbe 
. . .. ~ . •' ' . . : ·.~ : ·: . ~ : '.' . . . ' ~ . ~ . ' , . 
. a~inis~ration 9f· · tn~ learning res,.G,urce centr.e and 
, · 
,. . . l . . . ·• . . 
selected ~h~r~ct~ri~t-:i.c'S . of schoo~s·· "and- s,choo''l lib~aries? ' · 
. , . . 
. . . 
: . 
I • 
, ' '< · .. 
. • / ... . 
9. · Is · the:ce a· significant 'reiationsh'ip between 
. ~ . . . . : . . . . . ' ~ . . '\ \ . . ' . 
· : ... 
. . . . . ' ' \ ' . 
i. · .. ~-~in~en~n~e· of · c~~~~~~~ .. ;.rl~ th \ th~ c.;o~~\i ty at large an~ 
. selected ~racteristics of schools and 'schobl li'brar:les? 
. . l . . ~ . . . . . ~· '~ ... ' ' · 
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.··. ···:.;·. /·.' . 
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0 . : 
' . ' . ~ 
-~: : : ' " 
,. s.te~tememt· .. of the ~ypqtheses 
· .. ' 
\ ~' , .. ,. 
. • 
' 
•' ' .. 
~ ; . 
~ . •' : • . ' , t ~ · • , ~.-... ' , '-. I 
:· .. · ·: . ·.:~ · · ·::·:;. ·.; .. · · . ·~n ·.a er t~, ·: ~n~~er .. . the . qu~sti~ns ~s.ta~l.iihed aQove, 1' 
; ~ .. · : .. the.:. inye tlgator ."q()rid'ucted·· a . study •to·· subject \ the dctta to 
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34 
. between the variables that may influence school library 
re~ource centres in the secondary schools of Newfoundland 
.. 
' and Labrador.· 
• 
• 
• Hypothesis I 
There is no significant relatio~ship between, on the 
one ha.rl,d, the .level of total l~brary · service of the high 
., 
·school,.' ~nd, on the other hand, selected characteristics 
of schools·. and school libraries. 
Hypothesis II 
'• 
·There is ~o significant .. relationship between, _an .:.:the 
.t-
one hand, the ,pbje~tiy-es of ··the learning ·r~source. centre, 
- . 
and, on the other hand, selected character.istics of 








'i ' .. 
There is ,no significant'rela~ionship between, on the 
. ,,. . . . , . . \ 
.· o~e hand, th~ de~e~oprnent of curr'i:culum and implementation . 
i . . .... . • . , .; 'I . . l '. ~ • 
of .prograJ11Jtl.eS . f~r· ~he 'us.e pf ' le~rning materials, and, on 
. . . . .. ~ - . \ : . ' . ' . \ . . 
th'e 'other hand, ·~seleqted characteristics of .schools ·and 
: . , • \.. I, .. 
sch~o~ libraries. 
. ' 
;. ' ' I 
... 
. \ . 
' .. 
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35 
Hypothesis rv 
There is no significant relationship between, on the one 
i 
hand, materials· supporting the curriculum, and, on the other 
hand, selected characteristics of schools and school 
libraries. 
Hypothesis V 
There is no sign'ificant relationship betwee~, ' on';the:one 
hand, services involving production of materials, and, on the 
-
o.ther hand, selected characteristics of schools and school 
libraries. 
' Hypothesis VI 
• 
~her,. is no significant relationship betweefl, on the one 
hand, information services, and, ~n the,other hand, selected 
characteristics of schools and school libraries. 
Hypothesis '· VII 
The . .re is no significant relationship between, on the one 
hand, services involving. equipment, · and, on the other. hand, 














. Hypothesis VII~ _. 
"'-
I : 
' . ; . . .. . . ' . :· 
There is no- significant rel ationship -betwe-en, on the one_ 
- . .1- - . . • . - • . .... .. : . -
hand, the administration/of ~ th~ . l~a~nihg -!:'es<;>ur-c_e · c;:~ntre, and, 
. . : .. . -~ ~ 
' 




. . . 
~ 
·-- --- ' 
' 
· T~ere is ~,;{f.icant. , re.la tio~~hip ,betw~en, _<:m'. tti~ ·one · 
hand, maintenance of contacts w~th_ ~e comniunity at .large, 
and, on the other han~, · selected characteristics of schools 
and school libraries. 
. . 
.. 
Dependent and independent var-iables· 
The,.variabl.es have been divided into twd groups: the • 
dependent and the independent variables. Kerlinger (·1.973) 
states an independenc variable is the· presumed cause of the 
.. 
dependent variable, the presumed · effect. The independent · 
variable is the anteced~nt; the dependent. variable is the 
consequent·. ('" -> .  -
\.~ . il'-
In answering the questions and t r sting the hypot-heses, 
it was assUI\led tha~ the
1 
~easures ·of library service were 
the depen!ent )ari~bles., . Th.~se were: 
: ' 
.'• 










1. Guides reference and,research work. 
2: Provides instruction in research skills. 
3) ~ssists teachers in locating and selecting 
learning and teaching materials. ·,, 
.... 
Suggests to teacherl._relevan~':rnaterials, 
' ------
ideas, 4. 
and resource people for classroom units. 
5. Organ~zes all library m~terials an~ equipment 
for convenience, availability and ~ffeqtive· use. 
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6,. Makes the library and library resources available 
·throughout· the schoo~ day, _ including before and after 
(_, 
classes and during lunch periods. 
7. Ass~st~ teachers in planning for_effective use 




Informs ·teachers of new materials that have been 
. . 
. • ' 
Assists curriculum committees in the selection· 
·of appropriate materials fo~ resource units. 
r' 
1.0. · Reports new library rna terials and features of , 




. . . i 
'j 




11. Gives instruction to students in th~ use of audio -
visual equipment and material •. · 
12. Imple~ents a program of libra~y ~ides. 
l 
A • I 
. _,/ I 
13. Maintains a working relatio.· nship wi ~h principal · // _. j 
~nd staff. ~ I 
. / I 
14. Continually ev~luates library . effective~. . , 
. _/ 
15. Works cooperatively with teachers to. plan 'study 
' \ 
.. 
. .. , , ._., .... 









16. ·consults teachers on instructional needs and 
student abilities. 
17. Conducts student orientation to the library. 
18. Guides students in their selection of books and 
other materials in terms mf their abilities and interest. 
19. Gives instruction to students in the use ·of the 
•. 
library. 
20. Evaluates and selects print and non - priJ:~.t 
material and equipment. / / / 
21. Schedules class visits to the library. 
22. Establishes a reserve service when necessary. 
23. Provides inservice for teachers. 
24. Establishes and maintains daily operational 
.. 
routines. · t 
25. 'Provides liaison with the district centre. 
26. Establishes a network for ~btain~g material 
from sources outside the school. 
27. ··Provides budget manag~enLand control. 
28. .Assesses instructional needs. 
~ 
29. Prepares bibliographies fdr teachers. 1 
30 ' Maintains a c.learinghouse of up - t:o -·date 
information concerni~g community and other resources for 
instructional ·purposes. 
. .31. Assists teachers . and students in the production 
of ~ local materials. 
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32. Conducts equipment checks an.d does rnino~/repairs· . 
33. Prepares necessary reports. 
34. · Establishes a learning advisory committee. 
The independent variables were the factors assumed to 
be infl-uendng the dependent variables. The independent 
variables, which . will 'b~ referred to in this thesis as 
"." 
.lec.ted characteristics of schools and school libraries, 
were: 
1. School enrolment. 
2. The e~istence of a district centre. 
3. Allocation of library staff. 
4 •. The librarian's qualifications. 
5. The percentage. of the librarian '~s teaching time 
assigned to library duties. 
6. The library quarters. 








The attitude of the princ~pal towards library · 
... 
9. The breadth and depth ·of the collection • 
.. 
!'0. The total library expenditure. 
11. · --The librarian !'s conunitment· to library service. 
12. ~~udent ability to use the library. 
13. 
. . 
A clea~ly written and practic$d library policy~ 
14. ~ Teaching methodology. 
· , 
• 








15" The organization of library mater;ais. 
16. The phys.ical location of the library. 
17. The attitude of the teaching staff towards librarY 
service.· 
De~nition of terms 
-School libr·a:ry .servi-ce · · . ~\.,~ 
For the purpose of this stuf, library s.ervice 1s ,, 
. defined as a combination of three .distinctive 
, \ ~ 
ingredients: 
1. space - the actual physi9al facilities. 
2. collection - the materials and equipment. 
3. function - the activities performed by 
professionally .trained library personnel for the teachers, 
admj,_nistration and. students of .the school. 
School libra5Y :reseurce centre 
• 
l 
An area specifically designated, .and ~urrently in 
use, for study, reading, viewing, and listening to 
instructional materials. An area responsiQle for the 
circulation and administration of a col lee tion o.f . J:)oth 
print. and. non .- p-rint materials and .equipment, for the 
use of the stud~nt body .and the staff of that school. 
'\ ,.· 
. . 












An area specifically designated for the custody, 
., 
circulation and administrfition of a collection of both 
print and non - print items, equipment, and production 
,r 
facilities provided for the use by the schools of that 
·specific board. 
Limi'tations of · the study 
41 
The investigator has ~ployed a mail questionnaire in 
• 
1 . . 
this study, while recognizing the ·limitations of such 
. a procedure: 
a. Kerlinger (1973) states that mail questionnaires 
have two drawbacks - the ~ssible lack of ,response arld 
the inability to check the response given. The investigator 
p~oceed~ with this type ~f research because it was the 
. mo~~ ,apprppriate method for obtaining the required 
information. 
b. The conclusions of this study are to be based on 
the opinions and self - appraisals of the sohool librarians 
· and principals who ~eturned the completed ~uestionnai_re ~ 
The researcher assumes the questionnaires were completed. • 
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DESIGN OF THE STUDY 
. . 
The purpose of this study was to i~vestigate 'the 
characteristics of schools and school libraries that 
affect dr influence school library service. This( chapter 
. ' 
expl,ains the '·precedure used to carry out this s ·tudy -
the design of the questionnaire, the v~lidation of the 
instrument, the selection of the~lation, the col~ectioh 
of the data and the treatment of the data. 
The design of the' questionna.jre 
.... 
A careful review of the ~iterature revealed an apsence 
• 
of any appropriate instrument that could be ·used ·in th:ts 
particular s t~dy.. The researcher therefore decided to 
' . 
dev.elop an instrument that could be employed in this 
·study. In consultation with t,he Director of the Division 
of Learning Resources and o.ther members of the Facul t;:Y of 
I ,. •" 
Education at Memorial Universi. ty, the school board Librar¥ 
Media Coordinators, the provincial library consultant, 
.librarians and, graduate students in the Division of 
----- •4 ' Learning Resources, · a questionnaire was constructed 
(see Appendix B). The primary source of information used 
to complete the questionnaire was . a survey conducted among 
• 
----J 





the Library - Media Coordinators in '~;he province, the 
provincial library consul~ant and members of the Faculty of 
Education at Memorial University. Another important source 
" was Resource Services for Canadian Schools edited by 
Branscombe and Newsom ( 1977)' (see page 9 ) . 
\ 
Of particular importance was Resource Services for 
. . 
~anadian Schools. The major components of se;-vice which 
' were identified in the. edlti~n were used as the independent 
variab1e in developing · the instrument. 
These rrm:Jor c<;>mponents of library service (see page 9' ) 
were related to the •17 characteristics determined from the / 
survey of pr~fessionals as being the factors which infl.uence 
the effe~tive tmplementation and execution of these services. 
c 
·" 
The questionnaire consisted of two parts (see Appendix . 
.......... ~1 
B)\- Part One was to be completed by,the principal; ~ 
Two was to be completed by . the person 'respollsible for 
;, .. 
providing .library service ·in that ·school. ·Part One, 
contained the gene·ral information section. _identifying ~e 
·~ 
~chool by its name, location, school district, grade level, 
. ) 
enrolment, 'and· number of -teachers. ~eotion· One was to 
\... 
determine ff the school had a centralized library and if 
' 
. 
tbe library had a staff allocation. 
.. . 
In addition, this 








towards library servic~. This secti~ i.nf luded three 
independent variabl~s: school enrolment'( library ·staff 
allocation, and the principal's attitude The grade levf!l 
of the school was necessary to ensure th of the 
responses were from secondary scho9ls. he n~er of 
tejchers on staff w•: :~~ppl.>mentary info , ati~n. 
I • ' \ 
' • . I 
Part Two, Section Tw~. was cons.truct d~termine 
the librarian's level of qualifications, percentage 
I 
' . 
of the librarian 1<8 teaching time assigned to library 
duties, the operati~n o·f a aist;tct centr4, the use of a 
' 
. wri~ten library policy as a guide to. its operation, and ~if 
' . 
the teaching methodology allowed for the u~e of the library 1 s 
resources as a part of the i~struction prog~am. This r 
. ' 
·section was to ascertain . the librarian's coJQmitment · to 
0 
library . servi~e as well as the atti. tude of the teaching. 
'\ ..,... 
stclff an4_ ·the scho!;)l board towards library s~rvice as 
perceived by the librarian~. Finally, th_is s.e~tion · was to 
~ determine the overail student ability to use ~·e library. 
. rl · 
, This · section contained nine ;ift'dependent· varia l.es: 
• librarian 1 s qualification~, p~rcentage of tea hing t:yne 
as.signed to libr~ry duties, operation of a di trict 
centre, a library policy, the t~achi.ng method _logy of the 
school, the attitude of · the school board, the a tti tud~ of 
0 
the teaching staff~e lib~~~i~n's. commitmen to library 



























teaching of the library skills question was designed to 
gat"'1r supplementary information. 
Section Three was cQncerned with the extent of the 
collectib~ This section was designed to gather data on 




trhis section inc·l _uded two inde_pendent . 
I 





Section Four was designed to gather information 
··-.relating to the physica~ fac~.ties. · This section was 
constructed to determine the area of the library per 
pupil, the seating capacity of the library.; the ~ype of 
physical facility; ~how central · the library was in 
relation to the teaching areas of the ~hool. This section 
a~tempted to gathe~ information on·· two independent 
variablesJ the physical facility and the location of the 
library. 
Section Five was constructed. to determine the total 
. 
expe.ndi ture of the school library. · This section contain~6.: 
I .·., ~ ,. 
one independent .. variable - expenditure. The information 
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. Section Six was constructed. to det~rrnine the level of 
i 
liQrar.y service in .the s~condary scllbols of Newfounqland 
anp . Labrador. Includ.ed in .this se~ion are ~irty - .four 
,. ' .. 1-41 
measures of libi'ary service whicn. :together comprise the 
t 
... 
dependent variab~e - Iib~ary service. 
. 
Validation of the instrument· 
"' ... 
"t:· 
·· ' ·.- A.,. first draf.t of the ques.tionnaire . (see . . Apl>en<fi.x B) · 
. • . t 
was· submitted to · eight· graduate .stucien'ts · on · .the Learning ~ - . · 
• • • .. • • • ... : 4 , . ~ .... . . : .. ~ ' • • ~- . • 1'; .. -:/ ·· . :. : · ~·. _.:. ··' .. 
Resourc.es ·Progranune at Memorial University,. ~~ers ·ot : · · · ... ·.· 
. .: . . ': ' ,· ~.. . 
. the Faculty. of ~dU:~a ti_on·. at . Mem~·~ial, · f:Jniv~-~~·i ty ,·. : ·~'e· 
_"; p~o~~--~c·~·:~. ~·ii;~·,;·,~o~~ultant· - f~-r ·~~- ~rov4ic~· o.f · 
• , o .... • • . \ ' •• ',: . •' ' \ '. ' , , , < I 
Newfoundland and• Lp.br,ador . and. one !Library· ~ .-.Media "/ 
~coordina:tor: · In a:ccorqance w~tit.· stigg~stions .and •· . ' ' ' . . : :·, ; . . ' . 
. reCODUnenda~iOn&t- E;Jll~natini •frOm ~ the~# ~SubmiSSiOn~ 1 ~· feW 
mi~o-~ .addi·t~ons .~n~ del.e!ion"S: ~~r4ade~.· The' revise<ip·-~ 
·questiori~~i~~ (see .~ppendix C) .P;~sented to. most ~f .'. 
these -people fo'r furth'er examl~~tion~ .. was found 
•• . ' . . . " ~(tt ...... : ..:. 





I ', • 
·. . " ' 
Each year ~eJoivisi~·n of .Scho.o~ Services · :in the · 
. -~ . ":· . . ~ .. . ; ·: ... ' .. • ' . 
pr~vincial Dep·artment' ·of Education-' publ.ishe!3 .an edition 
. ' ' . . .- ~· ' . . ' . 
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47 · 
\ ·. 
The 1981-82 epition (Directory Qf-Newfo~ndland and Labrador 
. ,, 
.Schools,. 1982) listed' the schools according to school 
board and the~r r:espec,~ive grade levels _,..For the purposes 
of .this study, the writer was·interested only in those 
. . 
schools whi~h- reporteaseconda~y grades. A thorough 
v 
examination of the ni'anual·revealed t11ere are in excess of 
., 
200 schools that"'hous~ grades seven to eleven·. The 
, . . . . 
- di~trioution of .se_cc;)nda:cy schools in the province ·of . 
. , ' ·~· . . 
' . -(). . 
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Distrib\rt;ion of Seconda.ry Schools 
in Newfoundland~ and Labrador · 
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' " ., 
• 
The investigator decided to select a representative 
sample of the population for this ~tudy. Using the 
-
48 
co~puter, a random number sampling procedure was applied 
to assure a r~dom sample. Using a random numb~r program, 
~ .. 
· the computer printed a r~~dom list of 100 schools which 
' I 
were surveyed as a part of this study • 
. A major reason for sampling is to reduce expense - .in 
time, . effor~ and ·mon~~· Another reason ~or sampling, 
. according t~ M~uiy (1918), is that if the sample data are· 
to be. used .as the basis for ·generalizing to a given 
population, then it is essential that the sample be 
... 
repxesentative of the population. 
· .. 
The completed questionnaire was mailed t o the 
princip~ls of a representative sample of secondary schools. 
. . 
' The questionnaire was divided into two parts. ~he 
I . ~'1., • • , ' . 
principal was- requested to complete Part One and forward 
., 
Part Two to the.person .~n the ' schoo~ who had ' been ~ssigned 
' I ' ... 
~n that school. 
' 
•, · • I 
. . . \· -~·· 
The ~~estionnalrew's mailed to 100 ~~ary schools 
. . 






























instrument was a covering letter (see Appendix C) explaining 
• 
the purpose of the study and~ asking for a prompt retu.r:n ~ _·. · .·:. --:-- ·-
The letter urged the respondents to be frank in answering , 
' . 
the questionna~re. The letter also promised that the 
information volunteered and their institutions would 
remain· anonymous . . Finally, it asked the respondents to seal 
the completed questionnaire in the enclosed stamped, self 
addressed envelo~e and return it via the Post Office. 
;' • Two weeks - following the mailing of the .questionnaire, 
P follow. up letter was fo~warded to ~he ~chool principals. J 
'!'his 1·etter reminded ·the respondent of the earlier 
questionnaire and asked them to make a special effort 'to 
return it. 
.. 
Table 2 revedls the number of schools that returned 
. . . 
the questionnaire and the number and percen~ge of schools 





























Number of schools participating in 
Total numbe~f schools that were 
sent .the qu ionnaire. 
I 
Total number of schools responding 
to the questi"'ilnaire. ' 
Percentage· of· schools res:Ponding to 
the questionnaire and participating 
in the study. 
. . 
< 


















concerning ·the various characteristics of schools anq school 
libraries that affect school libra.ry se~vice .: These .· .. . 
factors w~ the independent vari~bles: 
tl 
1. School enrolment. 
2 •. Operation of a district centre. 
.. 
3. Allocation of li~rary staff. 
4'. .. 'l'he Jiibrarian • s quali.fications. 




















The physical facilities. 
The attitude of the school board. 
The attitude of. the pri~cipal .. 
Tne collection. 
Expenditure. 
11~ The librarian's commitment. 
12. Student abili~y to use the library. 




T'eaching methodology. \ . 
The organization of llbrary m,terJ.als. 
The location of the ~ibrary. 





The questionnaire was also ·designed to determine the 
level of library service in the secondary·schools of 
Newfoundland. This was the dependent variable. · 
\ 
As previous~y discussed in chapter 3, a preliminary 
51 
survey was conducted .to ·determine the measures of library 
service.. Th~ investigator .compiled a list of measures of 
.library se~ice; and surveyed various professionals in the 
:field to ascertain whether these mea'SUI!e~ weraindeed valid .. 
and if otheJS should be added. In addition to stating '• 
• _.whet~er or not tl)ey._believ~d the measures listed were 
valid, they were also · asked · to rate the importance ' of· J.:he 
-. 
. . - ~ 
\. t ' I 
' ' • 








libra·ry ._:;~e.ndce. on a three point · scale: 
. •-
. ' 
" " . 
-.... . · ... 
. . . •·. _,_ 
1 . . - I~~rtani .. , .. ~. . .. 
2. Highly .. I!UP<?r/f.ant ; -:· · --
' .. ~ .. ; : "' \ ·,. ·~ , .. ~ l-,_ ··- ~ . -.... ·. 
.. 
# r ... • • • "'• o 
• • • " ' • > 
3. Extremely Impo~tan~ -
- ,. .: - . 
.. , ' ~ ... · .. _7";' • ~ .. • :j.~=~- .:- ' ... ..__. :·· .. · ".:• t • • • •• 
.. ~ . ·r . ,.. . " .... ., . • ! ~ 
I ' · . : ' , .. · . ·.-· .·-~ ... ·- ~· · ., "'\ '' ;! ·.·.·~ - -~ ,· .. . ~ ."'., ' • 
The purpose o~ rating :ea-ch rneas.ure o'f'·fibrary -!:fet:'i.i:Ce ·:. _~: · ... '" 
j> ...... • • '. ~· - - - • .. • .. .. .. 
' .. , .. . . ' - .., ... _ ... /. ... . ~ . . . 
was to assign a certairt weight (v·alue) to e~ach' servic·e ~ · · . -· .': ·. >'--- .#: ·::· · ' 
.. . ' . . . . . ·· . . : .. - .. · --~ .. - . :.·· " ··: 
- ... . .. . ~· 
A spec~fic weight (Veilue) was awarded each of the 
· .. 
. .. 
measures of library service a~lcU1-a~y -the responses 
of the . previou~·ly mentioned professionals • 
. Wheri the multiple regression analysis was applied to 
\ 
each hypOthesis, 'it was perf6rmed twice: ~nee, with the 
measures of l~brary service unweighted (eg. without any 
particular numerical value) and once with·the measures of 
library service weighted (with a spe_cific mim~rical 
. 
va1ue assigned according to the response of the 
informant). 
' 
In J?oart T.wo, Section. Six (library services) of ·the 
questionnaire . (see Appendix C), the respondents were 
as~~o describe the frequency with which the service wa~. 
provided. T~e respondents .were unaware that each library · 
E!ervice had a predetermined value. In .. addition t-o -be1ng · 
.. 
l. _ .... 
. .... 
.. . , , .. 
. .· 
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reported as given, each response was also assigned a 
specific value (weight), thereby allowing the investigator 
' ... to generate two sets of data, one being unweighted and the 
other being weight.ed. 
" 
· A multiple regression analysis was used to test the 
hypotheses. A multiple regression analysis is a method 
·Used for studying the ~ffects and magnitudes of the 
__ ~ft~cts of more than on~ 1ndependent variable 





. ' · 
The data were-tabulated with the ..,re.sults reported in 
' 
the following chapter. The F ~value of each variable 
is an indication of the strength of that variable in 
influencing the dependent variable. In the tables, there 
I , 
is also an i'ndication as to whether or not the F - value 
was statistically significant, that is, whether or not the 
.amount of influen~e of the independent variable was 
• 
significant or insignificant . Sigqificance levels of 
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ANALYSIS OF THE DATA 
This chapter is a r~port of the testing of the 
hypotheses as presented in Chapter 3. Also, it deals with 
the interpretation of the data. ~ 
. 
' 
The multiple regression analysis is presented for 
. 
each ·of the independent variables. ~Th~· ~elative effect 
of each predictor variable can be seen by examining the 
Beta co·efficients. The F - value of eaCh var.i~ble is an-,. 
indication of the strength of that variable in influencing 
the independent variable. In the ·tables there is Jiso an 
indication as to whether or not the F - val'ues are· 
statistically sign'ificant, that is, whether or not the 
amount of influence of the independent variable is 
significant or insignificant. 
• 
The multiple regression ~nalysis is applied to each 
independent variable twice. In one application of the \.1 
analysis,the measures of library service were . unweight~d 
(eg. without any numerical val~e) a~d i~a second 
application c;>f the multiple regref!siof'ana.sis ~he' 
measures of library service were weighted (eg. a specific 















appearing on the questionnaire) • The investigator had ' 
i 
predetermined the specific weight (value) assigne~ to 
each response. 
The multiple regression analysis was applied to 
determine if a significant rela tionshipt.existed between 
the independent and the dependent variables at the 
P< .05 and ·P< .01 levels of significance. 
( 
Testing the hypotheses 
The data were applied to test the hypoth~ses~ 
questions reported on pages 32 and\33. 
Test of Hypothesis I 
· ' ' 
55 
Hypo,the.!?is I: There is no signific::ant relations.hip 
between, on the one hand, the level of total liprary 
service of high schools, and, on the other hand, selected 
characteristics of schools . ~nd school libr~ries. 
The hypothesis is tested in two ways: once using 
weighted data and once using 9nweighted data. The 
... 
regression analysis for. total library service is presented 











Relationship of the Determinants 
and the Total Library Service (weighted) 
., 
INDEPENDENT VARIABLE BETA COEFFICIENT F -.VALUE 
xll PAT 
. : x15 LIBCOM 
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Relationship of the Determinants 
and the Total Library Service (unweighted) 
. 





x 17 .TMET 




x10 SBAT . 
xl6 LIPOL 
x9 LQR4 







X a LQR3 
x3 LSTA 
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The results of the analysis differ depending on 
whether weighted or unweighted values are used. With respect 
to the wei~hted data, taken collectively, as displayed in 
Table 3, a multiple regression of .69;-an~ a .F- value of 
1.946, which is insignificant, indicate that the null 
hypo.thesis is supported. In other words, when using the 
weighted data, · the answer to Question 1 (Is there a 
significant relationship between total l~brary service and 
selected characteristics of schools and school libraries?) 
· is that there is n~n~corJing tot~~ exist~ng data. · 
Table 4,which deals with the uriweighted· data, reveals 
that with respect to all the independent variables taken 
together, there is a multiple regression of .880 with a 
F- value of 7.091, wh~ch is significant at the p<.Ol 
level of significan.ce. Therefore, the null hypothesis is 
rejected. In other wards, whe·n using the unweighted data 
... .r. 
the answer to Questio~ 1 is' that there is a significant 
• relationshi'p between the tot~l library service and 
selec.ted c;:haracteristics of schools and school libraries. 
• 
In both '.tables, one selected characteristic - PAT . 
(principal 1 s attitude) - had a signific~n·t influe~nce ··on the 
. ' : .· 
, . . . ' 
total library sm;vice, at the p < .. 0~ leve_i of significance: 
The investigator can conclude from such significant 





















An examination of the Beta Coefficients\in the tables 
reveals a number of -characteristics that ~ay _have some ~ / 
influence on the t9tal library service of high schools. 
jo." ~ ~ / 
The selected characteristics LIBCOM (librarian'S' conuni ~Etn.t) 
and COL . (cqllection) in both .tables, TSAT (teaching staff 
.... · -<" 
attitude) and SBAT (school board attitude) in Table 3, 
-., 
and ENROL {school enrolment), TMET (the teaching 
...... 
methodology of the ·teaching staff), .LIBQ . (the librarian's 
qualifications), PRT (the perqentage of released -time for 
' library quties), ai\,d LLO'C (the physical location of the 





·From the dat~ presented, the~ selected characteristic's 
of schools and school libraries, when; a~ting individu~l}y, . 
- with the exception of ~he principal's attitude, do not 
.. 
influen9e library service. , Similarly, · the weighted d_ata 
• 
.. 
do not reveal a significant relationship. However,. the . 
' . .. 
unweighted aata reveal there is a ,s i gnificant relati~ns~ip 
between the total library servlce. and selected' 
f \1 • I • 
. . 
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Hypothesis II: There is -rlo significant ·relati9nship 
I ' '"" between,, on the one hand, the objectives of the lea-rm.'Q9 
. 
• 
resource centre, and, ·on ·the :other hand., selected 
.. . 
. . . . '1 
·, ~.· ~haracteristics· of sch9ols · and school lipra!~es. 





. ·' . 
' ~ . . . ~~~ hypo~hesis ·is te,~terln two\ways:. one~ using 
, I ~e.i_.ght:ed • and dn~~· u~i~~ u,nw~lght~d -~~ta·~ • ~he regre~,si~h· .f 
anal:y:~is for the .~o~ject;..i. ~es of . . l.earning :.ttesource ·centre.,. · 
. ...  . . . . ... ---·- ... ' . ~ ... . . · .. 
is presented ' (Tables .5 and 6). . -. \ 
<' 
. ' . ... 
·. 
' .·~. . .. ' . . ' : 
Th: ·.- ~~~~lt\ of ~he ~~ai:si~. differ': .~epenqi~g ·o~· 
w~ether 'wEi~ghted or ~nweighte~ :yalues · .~re used •. 0 u.~~-ng the · y~ . . . . "' :t •• . ;.• • • • · ' • . ' - .· •• • ' ' .. • d • 
w.eighted dafa~· taken together, ·as displayed ·in Tabl_e 51 
. . _; . • • , , ·. -"\ ' i· 
a mul,tiple .regres.sion• ·of : • 725 · a\nd a F, - value of 2. 278,. '(lhich·. · 
I • • • , , · :1 
is s~g-~if~c~~t, ~te .·a ··reje~tidn of t~e null- hypOthesis. 
In'othe~ wo~ds, the.answer tb QUestio~ 2 (i~ th~re a . 
. . ~ . . 
. . ~igni'fi~t :r -elationship between the objectives 6~ the 
\ . . . 
~arni~g resource oe~tre and. se'lectttik c~aracteristics of 
sc:h~l.s a~d sch.ool iib~arles?} -~itb -r~spec~ to th~ wel.g~-ted 
. 4 , -,, I . . . . . 
datai · iS· that: .there 'is · a significant relationship. 
I . • ..... ~ )n •. ' •~ 
• .: 
' . y 
Tabie· 6,which ,displays the unweighted data collectively, 
. : . . . . .. · 
. · . . 
reveals that with ·respect· to :the se~ected charac~eris.tic\-
• 
taken ·t~gether 1 ther~ iS a multiple rQgreSSiOn ·Of. o B80 . and 
. ... .. 
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. . 
a F - value of 1.084, which is intlgnificant • . The~fore, 
tHe null hypothesis is supp9rted. Jn other words, when 
using the unweighted data the -answer to Question 2 is that 
• J .. • ,. • • 
there · is·· no ~elationship between the objectiv~s of the 
'learning resource · :~entre ~and · !felected ·chaJ::acteristics of ~ 
""' · . . ' 
schools and'school libraries accorping to ,the existi~g 
·, · 
data . . 
. In.. both .tables,, one selected characteristic' -: PAT . ·. 
' ' . ' . .. .· 
.. .. . 
' (princ,l:,p~l 1 s at~i.t~d.e) ". ~ 'is sigpffic.;lntly related to. ·th~ 
' '' ' . . '· ' . ' , 
objectives ·of·· the le~rnlng . ~esour.ce ·centre .. at ··the ... p·<.,.Ol 
' I ' : ' ' ' , · , .,. ;., ·,-, l • ' ! ,_. I, • J ' • 
ievel of· ·signif~canc~, ·. It ·can be con'Cl,ided, then, that 
\ • • ~ •• ' ·- f ' 
. . , · . . .• . . . . ;. ... .. . 
the· princip.:fl, s. ·attitude .is a ' s~.gnifieant f.actor · 
' . . . ' ~ 
· _ • . , l , • -·;. • • : • • . . ' ' ' - . \ . . 
influencing . . ~e,: ob'ject.i:ves · ~f the l~arning . fesource . . 
. . . ' . .. . . ' . 
.• 
? . . ' " ' ' ' 
· centr~ in ·the 'high· schopl_ • . 
J ;.; . . · •' : ·>: . . : . . . , . . .:_ 





' ' . . 
( 
. · s~;v~rfil ·a~t~~~f.f~c~-~~ts .r~~rted · ~n· :_~e - two. table~ 
reveals t.hJ t some ' cna:racteris'ti~s 'may be. a}?le to e~er.t ' some ' ' 
, . . , . .. 
. ·influen~e on ·the .~bjec~.i;ves_of the ·l'fjarning r~~ource ·q(:m·tre. 
The s'eie.cted ·. ~haract~;istiqs ·:~SAT:.· (te~ch~ng ~t~ff ~ttitude)', 
"' • • • • ~-. . • • • • " • ' • ' - . • • t • • ' • ' • • • • 
. . " ' .. ..· . .. ~ ' ., . : . ·. . . 
LIBCOM (librarian's -commitment)., COL (collection), and PRT ·. 
" • • • " • - • ' : . : •• : ' • -J • ;.., • • • • • • : ' • ~ . ' • ~ ..: ' • 
. (perceht~C]e of . r.eleased :~·ime for library duties) . in both ~ 
.. . · t~bl~s; LL<?c .. ~iib~ary :!~cation) . "a~d . THE~ ( teachi~~ :: · ·. 
. . I . . ·· . . . . . ., .. · - . -
·., > ·. method~lo~· of:, tJ1It te.ach~pg ~ta.ff)' :i~ ·:Table s,· ·and S~A~- .: · . 
• , ' • , , ' , • • <, , ' I • •' ' ' ' ; ' 1 ' ' .:., ' ' ' • ' 
1
' ~ • ' 0 ' • I • ' : • I • 
(s?hool· board ... a .. t .. ti t~de) :· ·ini,Tabl~.· 6 _may· Jlave·. the .ability . . 
tO ' influence'.'tite ~bje~tiv~s of ~e ·iea~n~~ re~ourc~ - ~en·~e~ 
' ' • , • .~ ' ' I ' ' ' • - , •I' I '' • ' 
. ' \ : 
. ·. . 
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' From the da.ta present~d, the selected characteristics of 
schools a:nd school libraries when acti~g individue;illy, with 
the exception of the principal's attitude do not significantly 
• 
influence tne objec~ives of the learning r~source centre. 
The sele~ted characteristics, taken collectively, do 
~ev~ai a significant relationship using the weighted data• 
However, when the. unweighted data were applied, they do 
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Relationship of the Determinants and the 




xll PAT ·· .. . ' , 
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xl'7 TMET .· 
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F - VALUE 
1. 237 
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Relationship of the Determinants and the 
Objectives of the Learning Resource Centre . (unweighled) 
,. 
t 
INDEPENDENT VARIABLE BETA COEFFICIENT F 
-
VALUE 
. x20 . TSAT 
xll PA'l' 
" 
xlS LIBGOM / 
xl2· COL · •. 
x1o SBAT ( 
xs PRT ~~ 
x17 TMET • 
xs L0R3 
xl4 STAB r 
. ~4 LIBQ .. 
x2· DCEN 
. {xi6. LIPOL 
Xg LQR4 
. xl3 LEXP 
x1a· OLM 
-
x7 LQR2 . 
x3 LSTA -
X6 - LQRl 
-~1 ENROL 
xl9 LLOC I 
. . 




























-.078 . - ~ · . 
- ·. 074 
• 073 .· 
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-:057 




. . . *P< .OS 
**p.c. .01 . 
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9.360 
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. _,. 
Test·' of liypothesis Ill 
" Hypothesis III: There is no significant relationship 
between, on the one hand, the . developrnent of curriculum 
and implementation of programmes for the us~ of learning 
materials, and, on the other hand, selected characteristics 
of schools and school libraries·.; 
I~ . i
The hypothesis is tested in two ways: once using 
weighted data and once ~ing \.l.nweighte~ data .. ·rhe 
regression analysis for the development of curric'ulwn and \ ~ . . 
irnplementatiop of programmes for the ·use of -learning· 
. . .... .. . . . ~ . ' . . 
materials is pres.ented (Tables 'J and 8) ~ 
./. · ·. :. · ·· ·· 
. ' 
The results o~ analysis do not differ using. 
weighted or unweight:ed data, taken · together. 'l'he data 
displayed in Tables 7 and B ~eveal a . rnultipl~!' ... regression 
of .608 with a F - value of~4 and .a multi~le · 
reg.cession of . 774 wlth a F - value of 3.076, respec.tively. 
. ' . . , ~ 
· In each case the null hypothesis is supported. In other 
.. 
.. . 
. words, the answer to Question 3 (Is tl'l.ere, a significant 
·.- ~ 
... - . . 
reliitip,nship between the development of curriculi.url and 
the implementation of programmes .for the use of learning 
ma~erials and selected ·~hat'acteristics of . ~cho91s and. · 
-
school libraiies7) using either .weighted or unweighted data 
ot 













t ·· )i ........ 
In both tables, one selected characteristic - PAT 
66 
(principal's attitude) - had a significant influence oh the 
development of curriculum and implementation of programmes 
. . ,. 
for the use of learning materials,....st the P< .05 level of 
/ . 
, ..... ~,, · significance. .It can . .be conclua'ed, then, that the 
' 
principal's attitude is a significant factor influencung 
active participation in the development of curriculum and 
the implementation of programmes design~d around the use 
of learning q~aterials in all media in 'the secondary school. 
· ~ ~ 
·-· 
An examination~ of the Beta i~oefficiemts in ~th~~tables 
. ... , ~ 
reveal that thos.e listed in. Table 7 are not of sufficiently 
. 
high value to. allow.· the · inv:est~gator. to assume tha~ .. they 
may have the tendency to influence . the development of 
... 
... . ~ur-riculum' and implementation of pr~_gr~efi ~or th~ use 
of learning materials. ~wever, Table 8. ·suggests there 
' 0 
are a number of characteristics that may be capable of 
exerting an influence on the dev~lop~"Qent. of curriculum 
• 
and implementation of programmes. for the use of le~rning 
. t 
D 
materials. The selected characteristics TSAT .(teach~ng· 
staff att~tude), LOR~ ·(library quarter ~.haract~ristics), 
SBAT {schooL 'board attit~de) ,· LOR2 (library qu~rters 
• u • • 
• 'I' 'I 
specific areas/rooms) 1 PRT (percentage o'f released time 
for library duties), COL (copection); LIBCOM . (l~brarian • s 
' " .. 
commitment); LLOC ('libx;ary location), and ~OR3 (library 















Coefficients may have the tendency of being able to influence 
the development of curriculum and implementation of programmes 
for the use of learning materials. 
• 
The weighted and unweighted data, acting collectively, 
. 
do not significantly influen~_e the development o'f 
curriculum and implementation of . ptogramnies for the use- of 
learning ma teri als. The selected characteristics, .acting 
individually, , ~,:-eveal that only the 'principal's attitude 
influence·. the development of curriculum and implementation 




















Relationship of the Determinants and the 
Development and Implementation of Progr~mmes 
for the use of Learning Materials (weighted) 
, 
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Multiple R. = .6oa . F = 1.204 · 
( 
, 
· *p <. . .-os . 
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Table 8 
.. 
Relationship of the Determinants a~d the 
Development and Implementation of Programmes 
for the use of Learning Materials (unweighted) I 
• -INDEPENDENT VARIABLE BETA -COEFFICIENT F - VALUE 
-
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x 15 ,l.IBCOM 
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Te'sting HYpothesis IV 
Hypothesis IV: There is no· significant relationship 
between, on the one hand, materials supporting the 
.. 
. 
curriculum, and, on the other hand, selected characteristics 
.. . 
of schools and school libraries. 
) 
The hypothesis is tested in two ways:· Aonce using 
weighted data and once using unweighted data. The 
regression analysis for materials . supporti~g the 
curriculum is presented (Tables 9 and 10) • 
... , 
-\ The resul'ts of the analysis d;!.ffer .... ; depending on 
whether weighted or unweighted values are use·d. With 
respect to the w'eighted data, taken together, as displayed 
in Table 9, a multiple regression of .892 with a F - value 
of 8 .025, which is significant, · indicAte. that the null 
hypothesis is rejected. In other words, when using the 
weighted data, the answer to Question 4' ~Is there a 
significant. relationship between :the ma~erials supporting 
the curricu.ltlm and selected characteristics of school:-s 
and school libraries:?) is that there is a significant 
' 
re.lationsh;f.p .according to the ~xisting .data. 
"--~ 
-
Table 10, w~ich deals with the un~e'ighted :data, taken 
e .. .,:'" l" 





















• F -value of -1.846, which is insignificant at the p< .0~ 
' level of significance. Therefore the null hypothesis is 
supported. In other words, when .. using the unweighted data 
the answer to Question 4 is that there is no significant 
relationship between materials supporting the curriculum 
and selected characteristics of schools and school 
libraries according to the existing data~ 
.. 
.. 
In_ both tables, only one selected characteristic' -
, . l 
PAT (principal: 's attitude) !.had . a · significant influence on 
materials supP9rti~g the curriculum at the p ( .• 01 l~vel 
of signi:f;ic~nce. _ . The.investigator can concl~de tha·f the. 
principal's attitude does ha\re a · si.gnificant influence 
~ . . 
on materials ~upporting the .curriculum in the secondary 
schools of NewfoundJ,and and La~rador. 
An examination of the Beta ·Coefficients reported in 
the 'tables reveals there. are a number of ch'aracteristicf:i 
that may have the abiHty" to exert some inf.J,.uf:mce on · 
. 
materials supporting the' curriculum. The characteristics 
' 
LLOC {loc-ation .of the ·library)' and TSAT (te~ching -. staff · 
, 
attitude) in both tables;.. L~BCOM (libraria~ Is comini~eJ)t' I ~. 
PRT.: (perc.ent.ag..e of ;released time. for 1ibrary- duties),. and 
. . ' . . . 
. TMET {tea-ching methodology ~f the teaching staff') in '!'able 
' ... . . 
9 ~. and SBAT (sc!!.Qol board attitude), "LBQ4'.-(library qua~·ters 
' /--- ' • ' • o 0 • I 























Beta coe~·iqien.ts _that allof tf}e investigator to assume they 
may have some influl:mce on t.he materi~s suppo.J::Jting the 
· ' # ., curriculum. .-
S' 
FJ:Om. the data presented, the selectep characteristics 
It> 
qf schools and school librar~es, · when ac:t;:ing .ipdividually, 
with t~~ exception of the ,Pr..incipa~ 's attitude ytl\ not v-
i-nfluence materials supportinc;f the: curricul':lffi. ~imilari,ty, 
. . 
the unweigh ted .._data do nb1= ~eveal a signif~cant ·. 
• I 
relil tionsh~'p. However, .th~ 'weighted d~ta . xeveal there · •• 
. . is . a .. ~i~mif ic~~t r;l~~;;nsh:·~~bet~e~n nia .. t~rlals ~u~p.orting .. 
,the · c~rriqulum -a~ select~d· ¢haracterist-~cs · ~f schools·_ . 
• . • !) ' 
f • • ' 
' and ·school' libraries •. 
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Table 9 ·. 
. ( __ · 
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· Relatio'nship of · ·the Determin~~ts . and 
.. .. . ' . 
mat~~ials supporting, the Curric)l1um . . (unweighted) ~ 














x~w TSAT -. 9,31 2.078 ' . •, 
.: X SBJ\T . · .823 . 2.2'41 10 • ,. ' . • • 
. xg LOR4 -.74l •R 1.656 .. .. ; .. .. 
-
.~19 ~LOC . . .682 -~.~19-r' 
' 
-
11. ' ' 
-
*'' 
. .. .. 
x11· PAT -.604 
' ·s. 552 .. 
; 
~ " 
xs· LQR3 .473 • 1.580 
\ ... . 
: t - • .. 
· x12 COL 
.. 
"' 
.460 • 2.059 
' .,. 




. X LQR2 ... .268 :·745. 
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.187 I .564 
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-
x14 . STA~. 
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.x15 :~IBCOM ' 
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. o.J · 
' "' • • • t • 
. . ?e.t~een, qn the o_n_: _naJ'; s~~~ices i_nvo_lvi~g ·_ J?rodu_ct7on of- ., . 
. . materials, and,. on tl:le other hand, selected characteristics '' 
- . . . . , ... - . -' .· . . ' . 
· .• · .o~ - - s~_ho~~s. and ~choo_i_~i~brari~~· . · 
. . ...;,../ . • . . • . • ,I • ~ 
I , • ; . ~ 
. · .. · · The h~pothesis is tested .. in two ways: once "u~irig 
- - ~~i~~~ed da.ta . and o~ce- using . unwe-igh:ted _datc/.·. The :~ . . ' . 
' . . •. 
. ' . . . ~ . 
~r~s~n~lysis ' for serv~ces . involvi~g. produc~ion 
·· of mat~rials is -presented (Tables li and ,12) • 
. ' ' 
. The results ~ the _analysis .differ_: depend_i~g on_.· . 
.', 
·.whether weighted o'r qn~ighl.ed .~a~u~s ... are· _~s~:d . . Wi~ respect 
. to -the weigh ted data , ta-en as reported in Table 1 ~, a · ' 1 
J multiple r.egressio~ of • 796 and a .F - value ... of 3.550, ... 
whiqh is ~i~~ficant at the p< ·.01. 'level - ~of significan·c~, 
• 
indJ,cate ·that· 'the null hypothesis is rejected. In otheii 
\ 
words, _when usinq weighted data, the answe~ to Question 
\ . 
5' (Is· there a signiflc~nt relationship betw~en services 
.,.... '-.}nvolv,i.ng _ production of materials and _selected 
characteristics of 'schools· and &eheol · l,i.braries?)is that ' 
there is ·a significan~ ~elationship • 
"' •• . ' 
" . I . :.. 
'l'~e ·unweiqh.ted data, taken collectivel~! --pre~ented ii 
'l'a~l-e 12, reported ~ multiple r~gz:e••ion of • ~27_ w.! th a 
\ 
. * 
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76 
. F- value .of . l.·-334, which is not significant at the p<.Ol ' 
; 0 ........ ' • f 
or P< .05 lev·el of significance. :"" Th•kefore· the ·null 
, ' , . 





·Question 5. is that: there is no signi~.ic~n·t rel~tion$hip . 
. . • . . . . . I  
between services involving prod~.otion of rna:teri~ls and . . 
\ 
·selected charact~~~Stics· Of SChOQlS ~nd school libr~es 
. .. 
accordiiig to ~e existing ·data. 
·j) .. •' - .. ' 
.. • r i'. • . ! . 
. In both ~ables .~ one selected character·l ·sfc - PAT .· 
(principal's attitude) - bad i 1&ignific~nt influence pn \ . . 
services involv~ng production of materials, at the. p(,Ol 
level of signfiicanc~ in Table :lL;«nd at ~~ p ( •. OS level 
0 
of sig~ificance in Table 12. It can be concluded that 
the Jriniipal' ~ · ~ ttitude .doe~ significantly . influence ' \ 




secondary schools of Newfoundland a 
' " 
1 The Beta Coefficients'. !'is . tab.les revealS 
~several characteriStics that ~ay . influe~e s~rvices 
. ; i 
inv9lving :production o~ materials. The selected character-
· istics 'LIBCOM (librarian'.s ,co~i:trnent) in, ·bo~ tables,\· 
' .. 
PRT (percentage of ·'released ti~e), TMET (teaching . 
' t " ' 
methodology o.f the school staff), .and I,LpC (locatj.on .of. tpe 
. 
' 
• • . I • . . ~ li~.rary) in ~abJ,e 1~; and TSAT (teach!~ staf~ attit~de) ~ . 
SBAT . (sch9o1 board attitude), and COL (collect~on) ~n 
Table 12 :have _Beta Coefficienta ·.that ind-icate the 
\ 
. .,. \ \ 














- · --·- -··• -'-·~~-----~- ~.,,_,..,.,.., •• , r .... ~~~~-..... ..., _ _ ._., - ....... M -
' ·• 
--possib~lity of influencing 
·_ of · rna terials. 
I 
I 





From the data PFesented~ the selected characteristics 
of schobls and school. libraries, with the exce~tion . of the 
'. , pd,ncipai IS ·a~ti~~~e, dO • llOt' inf,iuence • ~e:~,fiqe~ i~VOl Ving ~ 
'j . ~r~uction ~~ · rnate~~als. · ·The un~e~ght.ed- data do·+ n~;b . 
_ .. .' . • · · ~eveal a slgnifipant . r:~lationship' . ~ However, the weighted 
- - ' dat~ ~eve.al._ · th~re' .is a significant .relationship between 
. . ' 
. . . 
s~rvi~es involving. production of mate~ials and ~el~cted 
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· Table 11 
' \ I 
"" \ -# ~ 
I 
Rel~tionship of. Determinants and Services 
' 
... involving the Proiluction of Materials· ,., (weighted} 
·41 · . · 
• 
I 
. • _.INDEPENDENT VARIABLE . BETA COEFFICIENT F ·- VAtUE 
• j . .. ; . . . ' t . 
.. . 
xu·~ 
.. x15 LIB. j 
. X PRT·: 
. 5 
I X TMET ~ 
. 17 
. ' . x 19 LWC 
• x 20 TSAT · 
. " 
. x 14 ·sTAB 
. .. 




. . x1~ LIPOL 
.. 
x _2 . :D~BN 
X6 . .LQRl 
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Table 12 
. .- .. '·-: 
nelationship of Dete.rminan~s and Servicesf 





. ' ',. , ;c 
INDEPENDENT VARIABLE 'BETA COEFFICIENT 
x11 PAT 




x 4 LIBO 
x 18 OLM 
. x 8 LQR3 
,c2 OCEN 
-.~PRT' 
x 6 LQR1 
Xl ENROL 
:~17 TMET 
·• x 9 LO~~ 
x14 STAB.., . 
. -
--~ 13_ LE:>U~. 
x 3 LSTt . 
·x16 LIPOL 
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Test of· hy-pothesis VI 
Hypothesis VI: There is no signiiicant relationship 
. 
betweep, on the one hand, inform~ion services, and, on the-, 
r' 
other hand, s~lected . characteristics of schooLs and 
' •. 
·school libraries. 





~he hypothesis is tested. in two ways: once using 
. 1 • 
.lw~ighted data and once using unwe:fghted· data. The 
... 
· regression ana~ysis for information services is presented 
(Tables _13 .and 14} . 
. . 
. ~ . ·· . .. :· . . . y/\ , 
. . . 
·.. · · · · ·· The.·re!iltl'lt·s .of the analysis' do not differ when using . . 
• .Q . • • • • • • • "' • ••• 
r·,. ;\ .. .";: -.~e.i.ghted_ o~ unweight~d data. With re~pect to both the 
. ~ ' 
:·.. :-: . ·. ·.· _· :·~ .w~i-g_h~~~~d unw~_ighted data, tak~.n together'· as reported 







. Tab lEi. 14 reveals. a mull:i~ .'egress~on of • 74 B' c""d ~a 
F - value of 2 .615·, which, is significant: at th~ p < • 91 
• • · ' • • ' )It • ' 
·level of significance~ , Table 13 re.veals~a multiple 
regre~sion of ~ 725 w~ th .a F -.value .of 2. 2Sl which i~ .· 
. - . " 
.. sign_ificant at, the. P< ·• g~· level--6£· s~gnificance .( Lp other 
wor~er-to Question· 6' (is there a significant 
: . \; . . . . . .. 
relationship- between information ser~ices and select~d 
·charact~~iati:cs. of schools and school ~ibr~rie.~?) using 
either wei~tited or unweighted data ~s 'that there is a . ' 
... . 
·'' 
" -~~ ' (" 
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In both tables, one selected characteristic - PAT 
(principal's attitude) -had a signif~cant. influence on 
. . ~ . ·--... 
information services. In Table 13 at the p ( . 01 level ·of 
'•· . 
significance and in .Tabl~ 14 atr,e P< .01 and _P <.•05 .. 
level of significance. ·Table ·14 1reveals ·another selected 
. .. . - ' ,, . . 
characteristic - TSA'l' (teaching istaff attitude) i~ . · 
·~ I' I - . . . . -... 
significa-~tly·~_related to ~formation service,s. at the 
\ . 
p < .01 and p '< .OS ~evel of signi~icance. T~vestiga~or 
can conclude" that the principal's attitude does inf-luence 
7 ! ~ 
information services. In a~pition, i nformation servi~es 
. I 
is also influenced by the t~aching staff~attitude . . 
The Beta . coefficients listed 1.-n Table. 14 are not of 
I 
sign~ficant value to assume that the selected characteristics 
may influence . information services~ · However, ' the Beta 
.. 
. . 
cC:·efficients . rep6~ted .i'n Table 13 list ~e ch~. racteristj..cs 
t ~ r 
. SBA1 (schpol board · attitude) I LOR4 (libr-ary quarters 
• 4 ' · • 
physical characteristics) 1 LOR3 ~libr'ary 9uarters ·Seating 
' I • 
capaelty) ,· COL (collection)~ a~d - PRT ~percentag~ _of · ·. 
released time for l±brar~ duties)·. ·th~-t . may ·be able to 
. . . 
. 
influence infqrmation services. 
'. 
: (i 
From the d~ta . presented; the characteristics ,of 
' ... 
,schools. and school lib:z:ar~es ,--when .acting indi vid~ally , 
• • • t • •'•\ - ' ,. • ' • 
. ' . . . 
' wi til the exception of the principal 'a attitude and tile ~ 































, c:'~· ' ' 
92 
s~ryices. The weighted ~nd. unwei9hted data, when acting 
• .t ' 
collectively, do reveal a significant relationship 
~ 
' between the selected characteristics of schools and 
school libraries an4 information services • 
. . 
.. 
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' Table 13 
Relationship o~ the Determinants and 
' 
Infornir~tion Services (we~ghted) 
.. 
--
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.. J LEXP 












. ·•. .. 
... Multiple. ~ • 
.I . 
.. 
:. .• . ·9 .133 ** f 
-.189 .253 . . 
• 160 ,2'. 301 
' 
" 
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.... 118. .040 
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Relationship of the Determinants and 
Inform?tion Services {unweig~~ed) 
.. 









X9 LQR4 . 
xa . LQR3 . 
I X •. ' 
-COL 12 
x5 PRT .. 
X· 2 DCEN 
~7 LQR2 ' 
xl4. STAB ,. 
. x 20_TSAT 
xl9 LLOC 
x16: ·LIPQL 
X ... 4 LI~O 
,x3 ·LSTA : . • ' • \ <..\/ • ..,. 
• ~1:1"';'-l" 
xlB · OLM • 
_x6 LQRl .·. 
xl7 TMET. J ' 
xl EN ROt. ~· 
-
.xl3 LEXP . . 
x1s . LIBCOM 
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Test o·f hYpothesis VII 
Hy_ pothesis VII: .There is no sign,ificant relationship ,.. 
, . -
between, on the one hand, seryices involving equipment, 
' . • ' ~ ' I ' 
and, on the other ha~d, select'ea charac-teristics of 
schools and sch~l .librari~s. 
The hypothesis is tested in. two ways: once using 
weighted data and once using unweighted data. ~he 
' ' 
~egr~ssiori analy~~~r se~vices involving equipment is 
presente and 16). 
I" ,7'--, 
The results of the analysis differ ·: dependin~ on 
whether wei9hted or_ unweighted values -are u~d. With 
. " ' I ; . . • 
respect to .the wei,ghted . clJta, taken t:ollec.t;ively . _as 
displayed in Table 15, a multiple regression of .900 and 
a F ~ value of 8.825, whi9h ·is. significant at the p< .01 
level of significance, indicate that the null nvpothe~is 
is reje'cted. In other words, when usirig weighted data, · 
......_ ' 
the answer to Queetion 7 (Is_ there a signific~nt 
relationship between services involving· equipment and 
.· • 
' 
selected characteristics of schools and -school libraries7> 
' ' ... . ' . . . 
. ·. . . . 
. ' is that there is a significant rela_ti_onship • 
.... \ . . 
.. 
. . . ' Table · 16. which ·, deals with t~e unweigh ted data, r~veals 
. \. ,. . ' . . 
' ~ • , I • ' '! • ' ,' ' \. 
· 
1that·witl:i reap.ct. \to · the ch·aractttiistics taken together, 
. . ' . 
' ' ' ' " 
I r , ., . t 
- ~---. 
. ' ' 
I ' ' 
~ • I ' 
; ' . .. 
~" 




.. •. , 








' ~ I 
\ ' 
• ~ 
. "l ' 
. -~ .,..1 
-\ .110 ' • •• • 
. . j 
I 




·- · --· ;;- ... :. '" ' ___ .. "'··~·---·· · .. ___ __ ...... .. . ·-- -·- --·---- -·--·· 
'·· ' 
, 
' .... ,.- ' 
. ' ,) .. 
there is a mul ti~~e ~egre~sion< oJ • ~65 with a F - value 86 
. \
. . 
of .960, which is insignificant, indicating that the null 
. ·. hypothe~l'~.s is supPorted. Ii). o~~e~- . X:,ords, the· -.~nswer ; to ' 




·ou~·sti'on ; ~ .is.· tpa t ' .there is·· ~o ,rei~ tionship a<::co.rding to 
• • • 0 , , • • • • • 
the existing data. · . 
..\ 
! 
I Only Tab!~ IS., the weighted data, reveals one · 1 
. . .... -- 1J. . . 
characteri-stic - PAT ~principal.'_ a attitude) -)lad an· 
·influence on s.ervices involving eq').ip~ent · at the ·P< .01 · 
.. 
level ·of signifi~ance. The investigate~ can conclude that 
. 1 , _1 I , 
th,e principal's attitude d.o~s have an influence on . the 
~ . . •' ' - . 
services involving equipment in""'tlie~?-igh schools of · 
. . 
Newfoundland and Labrador : · · ' 
' . 
The Beta C~e!ficients listed in .both tables· reveals 
there are several ·characteristics tha~ may- influ~nce· 4f 
-services i:nvolvi·ng equipment. TJle .'char.acteristics .. 
. . , . .. . " ;~;:.r 
~~BCOM (librarian's commitment), . PRT .(percentaga .of F . 
released time for library duties), LLOC (physical location / 
' . . / 
1 ' I '.'· 1 
.. 
of the library), TMET (.teaqhing- methodology -of the teach'irig 
. . ,. ·---- . . . . . . . \'· ' 
staff), and_ LIBQ . (librarian's qualificati6ns) in Tabl~ 15;. 
..... ~. ' . . . ' . . . . . 
and TSAT (teach.ing.~ staff ·attit~de), .. P-,..T (pri11cip~l 's :·. 
. ' . . 
attitude) , co~ (col lec.tion)· , TMET . ( teachinq methodoloqy . .Of-
the tea~hing ~.ta:f)~ ~na ·LBQ3 · Clibrary qu~~~e~s se~tinq . -. • 
capac~n Table · 16 may be · o·f . sufficient • val~\ ~Q ... 
influence serv.ic~~ . iiwolvinq :equlpm~nt • . ·. .. :.· · . . :·\·~ !' ~ . ,i- . 
' •' . . . ~ . . .: . ' '\ . 
' ~ . ' . 





' < 1 
1 I j t, 
.. 
r·--
. \ ·.. : ·I . I ' . ' ' 
' ·! ' I 
' 0: • I \ ' , ' 0 ' I \\ ' 
... . ... •.·'. ' :· · ..... . 
~ o i J' • I lo 'O 
i • .: 
• ~ -.. -r I . I • -~ ·' 
, ..
. : I. : 
'( • .. • ! . 
' ollf•' 
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From the data presented, with. respect to weighted . 
• • ! • ;"- I' 
data, the selected characteristics, when act~ng 
. ~ . 







~ttifude; ·do not' significantly i~·~l~~~9e. · .se~;~~~, ;· .. ·1 . J ' ·. 
' • ~,. ~ . ,. .... ,, 
. ... · 
.· 
involving equipment. However·, when acting collec;:t~yely, · ·· 
. ' ' ... . . 
. ' . ' ' . ... "' . ' . 
the seltected characteristics do influence services -involving _ 
• ' . . . . '. . . I ' . . .. . .. ~ ' . • ' : ~ ',ft • ·. ' : ~ , . . · . . . .. . I 
.'equipment. 'With. respect to 'the unweighted data~ the ' ·. ~ :- · 
· sele~ted ch~~a~terist:ics.', .' wh~th~r- a~-ti~g . in.di~id~aily 1 fr· ~ ... 14 
' . ' ' '· · .. . 
collec't.iv'~ly ,. do nnot 
inv9~ving equipment 
and Labrador . . 
... ... 
. " 
•. • • , • ,· , e ... ... , • ' , 
significantly· influence .. the serv1ce.s ., . , 
: . • • • • • • , <i . • 
in the .hi_gh: schoqis -.o~- -tilewiotindland 
• - , ' , I · ,_ . ' 
-, . 
. . .. . 
I ,4"1 •. 
•• ·• • t ... 
· _. ' .: :_·.) 
' . ~ 
' .. 
~~ I' ' 
. . 
..~; ;: ·· . . 
' . ~ . 
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' ' Table 15 
.. 
I . 
Rel~tionship of the D~terminants and 
.. ·- . 
. servi!es involving Equipment (weighted) 
• 
' 
. . .. 
INDlfl>ENDENT VARIABLE · .~ETA COEFFICIENT F - V~UE . ., . . 
.. 
·· ~11 PAT,·:. ' 0 
' 
, 
x 15 ·L:BCOM 
' 
·x . 
' 5 PRT • 
. . 
• ·xl9 LLOC ! 
' 
xl7 TMET."> 
x2o TSAT. ~ 
. x14.· STAB • 
X·12 COL 
. x·4 . LIBQ' . .. 
. 
x10 .SBAT . 0 
Xg LQR4 . 
x16 Ii,PbL • ' 
' 
x2 DCEN ' 
. 
x6 
.. LQR1 .., 
. •
xla. OLM ' 
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Relationship of the Determinants and 
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\ . ' 1 , . r 
INDEPENDENT VARIABLE -BETA CoEFFICIENT . t --VALUE 
' 
, 
x2o TSAT -. 848 











,514 .67-5 • 
-xl5 LIBCOM . 420 . 297 
r 
... ' 
· xl2 COL 
. ... ,411 1.267 
·-
' 
' · • /'_,../·· . 
'I( 
}(B LQR3 ' .391 ·/ • 835 
• •' 
xs PRT -.239 .259 
xl3 TMET .177 .oo~ 
xl7 TMET -.175 .... , '1. 03•7 
x3 LSTA .147 ' • 577 
xl6 LIPOL -.118 
.. 
.19:3 
xl4 STAB · " .118 -~ o'4o 
.. 
x6 LQRl -.~10 • 31'2 
' x2 DCEN ' .080 .079 
' 
. xl9 LLOC .. 080 
.034 
xl8 OLM • 065 .092 ENRO~ • xl -.043 - . .... 106 . 
. 
.X4 LIBQ .. . .006 .000 J I 
Xg LQR4 
' 
.002 ·' 000 I 
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Multiple R • .565' 
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Test of Hypothesis VIII 
Hypo');.het. VIII: ·T-l~ere· ~s. no significaht relationship 
I I 
·'between, on the one hand the administration of ~he~learning 
. ) . 
· resource centre, .an~, on the other· hand, selected 
I \ -
characteristics of schools and schooi libraries. 
. • I 
The.hypothesis is· tested in two ways: once using 
. _' weiC1hted data and ~>nee using unweig:flted data. The regression 
. , . 
. · anal~sis forth~ a~in~stration of the ~earning resource 
... 




'Fhe results of the analysis do not c;liffer when usipg·· 
weighted or unweighted data, taken c.olle~ti"¥-ely. 'l'be data 
displayed in. Tables 17 and 18 repqrt a rnultip~e regression 
' I 
of .522 with a F- value of .770 and a rnulti~le ~~gression 
of .6b7 and a F - value of 1.198, respectively~ / :eoth .of 
' ' I 
' 
, .which are insignificant at the P< .01 and p<. .05 l.evel of 
) 
significance, thereby. supporting the null hypothesis. In 
~ther words, wh~sing both the weighted and unweighted 
. . ' 
values, the ·answer to Question 8 (Is there a significant 
relationship between the administration of the learning 
I <0 ' 
resource centre and selected characteristics of schools 
and schoo~ libraries?) is that there is none ,according to 












The weighted data displayed in Table 17 do not 
reveal any characteristic. that · had a ~ignificant, influence· 
on the•administration of the l~rning ~~ource c~ntre. 
'~· 













that one selected ~haracteri:stic - . ~AT (principal's - . 
attitude) .- had a signifi9ant in~luepc~ ·on , the 
administration of; the learning resource centre a-t the 
p (. ·.01 level of signicl'ca.'nce. The i nves·ti<:Jato; can · ·· / 
conclude thgt the , principal's · a~titude is a significant 
factor affe~ing the a~inistration. of the ~earning 
resource centre . 
The Be-t;.a\Coefficients list'ed .. in the table~ indicate 
... i ' 
they may be able ·to affect some influente on the . · 
administration. of the learning ·resource, 'centre.. ·The 
r . 
selected chara.cterl.~t1c PAT (princ'ipal •a· attitude). in 
. . 
Table 1'7, and LI)3CoM ' (librarian's co~itment), TSAT 
(teaching staff. attit~ae), and ,COL . (collection) in 
Table 18 have Beta Coefficients with values that may 
(lllow the investigator to assume they may be abl'e to 
influence the admihi~tration of the lear~ing resource 
centre. 
• 
From th~ data prese~~~' the ~dmirristration of the· 
learning resource centre, when using weighted data, 'is not 
. . . . 
significantly inf luenced by the selected charact~ristics, 










. ; ... . 
I 
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. ~,. I . . . ~ 




-t- I ' 
acting individually or collec~ively. However, when using 
unweighted data, .the individual characteristic, YAT 
(principal's attitude)· does influence the administJ;ation 
. ' , . . / 
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Table 11 
Relationship of t~e Determinan~s. and the 
' 
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.... Table' 18 
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'l . ' 
. ~" 
Relationship of the Determinants a~? the 









INDEPEND~NT 'VARtABLE ·BETA. COEFriCIENT F VALUE . ' 
·-
I / 
J \ . 
. . . / : 
' 
. :\ ' ·x15 LIBCOM • 849 .• 1.312 . . .. 
' . PAT ·· . -~ 848 9 ··114 ·** x11 . '" 'I . ~· ' I 
X · TSAT' ·. -. 7-78 1.209 \ 
. 20 . ' 
xl2 COL I ·• .333 • 898 
. . 
X ·· ·TMET · - .• 276 • 640 . 17 . . 
':' ' 
x1o SBAT .202 
. ~113 
-
xs LQR3 ') .192 .218 I 
_-.175 1)\ 
. . 
x· LQRi . . .264 7 ... 
:.X6 LQR1 . -.159 .69'9 ~ 
' 
fCl:6 LIPOL . - 151--.- .369 




Xg . LQR4 . . .139 . .049 
' . . 
·x ENROL ~ -.116 . .850 . 1 
X DCEN .103 . .142 2 
' 







. • 081 l .021 ' 
' . 
'- xle OLM -. 074' .128 
...:. 
xs PRT -. 03?' .oo~ .... 
x3 LSTA ~ .024 
' 
~ ........_ . o rs-~:---------_ 
x4 LIBQ -.012 ' • 002 --. 
~ ' 
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Multiple R = .607 
• 
*p <. • 0 5 
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Test ·of hypothesis IX· 
·Hypothesis IX: There is no si~ificant relationship 
.. 
between, on the one hand, maintenance of contacts with 
the_ comrn\lnity· at large, and, -on the other hand, select:ed 
• 
'characteristics of schodls and school libraries. ,. 
·The hYpothesis is tested in two ways: o~ce using 
I ' ~ 
. . \. ' 
weighted data and once usi~· · unw~ighted data. The 
Q ... • • .. ~ \~· " 
._reg~e-ssion a~a).ys1s for the ~~intE~nance of c~t~cts 
with the' community at latge is presented (Tables 19 and 20). 
I . 
· '• The results of the analysis do not differ -when using 
. " 
weighted or un~iqhted data. The' data displayed, 
collectively, in Tables 19 and 20 report, respectively, a 
multigle regression of .473 and a F - value of ~591 and a 
./ 
multiple regression of :450 and a .F - value of . 521, · which 
·are insignificant, i~dicating that the null hypothesis is 
supported. In .other words, ~hen using weighted· and 
./ ' ' 
unweighted data, · the answer to Question 9 (Is there a 
.. . 
significant. relationship between the_ ma\ntenance of contacts 
.. . ....... ' 
with the community at large and~ selecte~ .ch,;lracteristics of 
schools a~d school libra_r.ies1).lla that there is none 
" ' 
'accordinct td · t.Pe exis til19. data. 
... 
The data reported i ·n both tables indicate ~at there 
.. 
I 
I i II' 
/ 
' . ~ I . , .. . • ... , 
.... 
: .. ' 
96 
i-s no significant re~~tionship betwe~n the individual 
charact~ristics and &e rna.intenance of contacts with the 
· community at large, at either the J?<· .01 or P< .05 level of 
. ' 
significance. The investigator can conclude ~hat none of 
the selected characteristics significantly affect the 
maintenance of contacts with the cbmmunity at ~arge. 
' ' 
/ .. 
,J -·~ru;al. of the Bet:~ Coefficient~ r~po·rt~d in the ·tables 
- · -·- ~ • ~ ' i ~ 
rey·ealsa number of. chil,~acter~stic} t!;?.a~ may be able to 
, \ ,.....- ; 
influence ' the·rnainterta~ce Qf co~tjct~ - with the .c?rnrnunity 
·. . \ l l ~t J..arge • . ·.The .S!electec;l ,~h~ractfr7stics , TSAT ,(teaching 
staf_f attitude), PA'r.· ~principal~~ ! attitude), and 'LIBCOM 
(librarian •·s co.rnrnitment) in both' .hbl.es 1 .and DCEN\o.(district c~ntre) and ~RT (p~rcentage o~'rele~sed, time for library 
20 have vdlues that\suggest they may have 
rna±ntenahce.\'f contacts with the 
at large. c" v 
· From the d~ta presented, the : selecte~ characteristics 
· \ of schools and school ~ibraries,- ~cting individually or 
Q I 
collectively, do not significantlt influence the 
Jntenance of contacts with the ~o~unity at large. · 
\ I 
! ' ·, t 
··.' . . 
' 
.. 
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·Table 19 
Relationship of the Determinants and Maintena~ce 
I 
of Contacts with the-Community at large . (weighted) 
. ,. 
.; ' . ..... 
' 
. 
INDEPENDE~T VARI~fDE I . BETA CO.EFFICIENT ·•F VALUE -
. . 
Xli PAT :. 
xl5 LIBCOM . 
x2o TSAT . . 
.t 
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XL7 TMET 
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Relationship of the Determinants and • / 




' !~DEPENDENT VARIABtE B~TA COEFFiCIENT F - VALUJ!:. · 
• •• lo • 
, . ' G 
. 
..... ' t 
'--
... . , 
. 
' 
x1~ LIBCOM _ ' ~ 855 1.084 i. 
x20 TSAT - •. 70~ ' .810 
·' 
... ~ 




.. X2 · .. DCEN .360 1.397 . 
:.. 
xs PRT . 
.. ,~ r 
-.349 .485 
. 
x12 · coL • 277 .SO'S 
X TMBT ( -.219 .327 
. .17 ; 
xl6 LIPOL .159 • 305 . . 
. 
xl9 LLOC • 141 .092 
. 
.x3 LSTA .140 .456 ~ 
xl4 . STA'B -.127 .041 
x1a OLM -.126 . .302' ' ~ 
xs LQR3 .,j.,·. . . .112 .060 
,x1o SBAT . .099 .022 -... 




• 052, . 
• xl . . .139 .. 
x4 LIBQ 
.-
.040 • 020 
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x13 LEXP -.019 ~04 . 
x7 LQR2 -.013 J .001 . 
0 
Multiple R = .473 
' 
. 
F ~ .591 
·*p( .os 




















'CONCLUSION AND ' DISCUSSIO~ 
Tfte aim of th'is stuqy was to a-nswer a lleries of . 
\ I ' ' ' 
questiohs determined frorn· the measures 0~ libr~~y service 
I 
and t}'le s~lected characteristics of schools and scbool. 
. . 
liq~aries : The questiohs posed sought . to\establish a j · . : . ' .. 
rel,.ationship between the s~lected cha1Jrcteristics · that 
• ~ .... 4 
affect library service and library service·. · FrQm the 
I 
' . ,. 
que~tions li:sted -op page ·3~, ni~e hypo~hejes wer.e 
generat-ed. The statistical· treatment of the hy.~t'h~se& · 
I • . . l • • 'r' 
· provid~d an answer hd a} l of the questions • . Whenever t:h,e 
·statistical treatment supported t~e _null ifypoth.esis~. the~e_ 
.,. 
was no relationshi~ Conv~rsE:!ly ," when ' the null hypothesis f. . : ' ' . 
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Hypothesi~ Weighted data" Unwe·ighteQ. data 
., 
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J II ·.rejec;ted -®ppqr~edl 
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' III ; , .. suppc;>rted su,p'Por.'ted 
. . 
.. - . . .., I 
. r,e j ec.t:.'ed . ·' sUp~rted . ' ' IV 
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<J' 
vt.-:. j ·.#e.:l eC'ted .· · .. I r~ject~d . . ~ . . ,, VII ' X"ejec;::ted: .supported . 
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Tabl~ 2i , summarizes the statistical treatment of the 
hypotheses~) "The hy{x>th~ses we{e ~nalyzed ·usi~(/ -~oth . 
weighted 'and unweig~ data. Thts ~eant that each 
hypOthesis was subjected to . .'two sets ·of" data. · An 






pdrted in ~le 21 ~eveals 
ypotheses ;....._ w~eh usi'n·g both sets of that ~nly f~ur ~f ,the 
- til"' • 
.. 
· v 
. ... \ :dara·r Were cl~arlly. supported or rejEJCted. The· other five ·; · 
. ll . • ~ 
·hy othes~s te:vealed •conf,licting __ results ·l'Jhen us.ing both the' 
. 
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· t : ~~:. ~ha ~ when the hypotJ;IesE.s were tes t7~ us ;\q_-.. 
the weighted pate, the likelihood of rejection was greater, 
w~ .Jive. of the• hypothe.ses bei-ng rejected' and four being 
. ' 
;S'flPported. \'lhen the hypotheses were ee.ste~ usi~g the 
· -- ~ eig~teJ datal. th~ ""~ikelihood .of rejJction was less: , onl~ 




The statistic~! treatment of ~e 9¥potheses ~~v~aled 
' 
•that there w~re o~ly two selected characteristicsof schools 
. . .. . . . """ ' 
libraries ·tha't' significantly inf-luenced library 
. . . ' 
and school 
' . 
s~rvice. The'pti~cipal's ~ttitude·~~ · found to ~ignificantl~ 
. ~ , 
influenc~ the objectives of the learning resource centre, 
aevelopment of curriculum and implementation of ~rogranunes 
for· the use .ff ~earning. materials, .materials SUpPorting . 
the currl~ullqn, se~vices involving p;eduqt~~n· of )n·aterials, 
• .. • • tl 
\,.. 
information serv.ices, the admi.n'istrat.J.on of the learning • 
/ ,. . . 
re~ur'Ce centre· ·and ~e serv~ces inv~,lvj.ng e~uipment 
compo~~t~ ~f lib~ary service. In additio~, the atcituqe 
. of ·tqe teaching.staff was f~und to 'b~· a significant . fac~or 
influ~ncing t;h~· ·i~formation' \services component of libr~ry . 
The .study did not indicate to. ~ny 9reat ~egree the 
. . 
characteristics of .schools ~nd schoo~ libraries that do · t. · 
. 





















. and Labrador. The study failed ~nits attempt to determine 






In a general sense, a questien ~emains unanswered~ ' I 
' ' . 
Wha:t ~re" the fac'tors t~at do in£ luence 'lib~~l:Y service in 
the sec~ary ~hobls of Newfoundland and Labrador? This 
study has been 'largely unsuc:;cessful in deterfllining 'the 
• o • • I 
chc;J.racteristic;o· that do influence· lib~ary service: Tl)e 
. ,. . ~ · 
investigator can only speculate as to what are . the ·. 
, . r 
.. 
characteri~tics that affect library .servipe and why this 
study ·failed to ,determine tfiese characteristics. The 
• • ' l - • 
. 
researcher can only assume there were ·, proql,etns inherent 
. . 
. in· ,thiS' study. It is possible tha.t . ot~er ,statistical 
~ J • • • 4J • • 
treatments, unfamiliar to the re~earcher, · a.pplied to the 
·· d~t~ ·~ay ha~~ ~reduced m~e cha.~a,c~eris~,ics that . 
..i.~fiuence libra'ry. service·. 'Maybe. it was the. in~tr'umentation. 
... . . \. 




neee~sary to defin~~e . chFlracteristi~·s 'that· 
library · servi!.. It·· is possi~le tl\at ~he · 
s ~ \ 
questionnaire was 'not sO.ffici~ntly precise to il·licit the 
necessary responses •. on the othel:' hand, it is ·· probab~ 
that t~e instrum-enta~ion was ~dequate. Maybe ."the ' 
" , ' , '· I • I 
characteristfcs selected by ' the · inv~stt~ato~ in , the '· ' 
preliminary s~t'vey; ~ -Appendix A) al;'e not the · factors 
that affect', ~r 'inf!uen~e sdool libra~y ·~ervice in .the 
l!j 
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factors, untapped and unrealized by the investigator, that 
.c 
affect library service? Could such faotqrs as the· 
geographic~! location of the school or school board; the 
. 
amount of locally !'aised funding, the qualifications of the 
teachiqg staff) the ag~ of the teaching staff, the amount 
of the annual p~r pupil grants from government, or the 
assignment of' a co-ordinator of library seryices for 
the school boa~d be charac~tic~ that significantly 
affect library . service? c;lea~ly l... further study i~ 
required to su~cessfully> determine the characteristics.of 












SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
."'- 'This chap~r presents a summary, the conclusions and 
some reconunendahons for further study. 
:-. 
Sununary 
The problem • 
Th~ major purpose of this study was to determine the 
factors that significantly affect the level of library · 
S'erv ice in tjl.e High Schools of Newfoundland and 
Labrador,. This study attempted to ascertain whether 
or not the following variables affect the level of ·~ 
library service;· school enrolment, existence ~f a 
district centre, allocation of library staff1 librarian's 
qualificatiOns; percentage of the librarian's teaching 
time assigned to library duties, library quarters, school 
board attitude, p~incipal's attitude, collection, library 
expsndi~ure; librarian's cdmmitrnent1 student ability, 
librafy policy; teaching methodology; organization of 













The instrument used to gather data lor this study 
was a questionnaire. The questionnaire was administered 
to a random sample chosfi!n for this study. 
' 
The questionnaire consisted of six sections - Section 1 
. .I 
- general in£ormation: Section 2 - library personne~ and 
other relevent data; Section 3 ' - collection; Section 4-




and Section 6 - . library 
\ 
' ' \ 
The questionnaire was mailed r 100 secondary schools 
across ·Newfoundland and Laffrador. The participants in 
the study were High School pr~ncipals and librarians. 
L imitations 
\ 
The fo~lowing limitations, were in the ·opinion of 
the investigator, apparent in this study: 
1. A mail quesfionnaire makes it p·ractically 
impossible to check the responses given. : 
·"" 














opinions and self - appraisals of the respondents. 
Conclusions 
) 
The major conclusions reached as a result of the 






' l. The attitude of the principal is a significant 
factor affecting ·t~tal library service. 
' 
\ . . ·.) 
' 
I ' 
2 .. The attitude of the principal is a significan~ 
factor influencinci · the followinlj components o.f 
. . 
' 




__ _,.. a. Establishment, maintenance, and a·ssessment 
of objectives of the learning resource centre~ 
. 
b·. Active participation in the development of 
curriculum and implementation of programmes ... 
' designed around the use of learning materials 
in all media. ' ! 
c. Seleqtion, organization and circulatL~n of 
ma.terials supporting curriculum, programme 
// 
implementation and individual student interest. 
d. Services. involving production of materials 
as required by teachers or students to achiev 
specific learning objectivea. 












• ' I 
3. The attitude .___~':_ /t,J teaching staff 
1
is a 
factor influencing information ~ervices. significant 
... 
Recomme-ndations 
The following recommendations are made ·for furth~r 
.. 
1. To confirm or deny the finditigs of the study 
herein reported, it is suggested that a sirniliar study 
' be \eplicated using another random sample. 
2. It is suggested that a different statistical 
" -
107 
treatrn~such as a factor analysis be employed. It' might 
pres~t mo~e results or better seek but what are the 
'"'i . 
characteristics of schogls and school libraries that · 
infJfuence libra 
study could be replicated l 
using the same.instrurnentation with·· a different' set of . \ . 
3. 
selected characteristics . of schools and school libraries.· 
4.- ·rt is suggested that the study could be 
replicated using the same characteristics of schools and 
school libraries with different instrumentation. 
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For the purpose of this .study library~ervice .is 
: a combina'tion of three (3} ingredient _. 
• ._ I • • 
1. · Space - ph~sical facilities 




3. Function, - the activities performed by the library 
personnel to the teachers, adrnini.st+ators and students 
of ·the school . 





' If you feel~ thefe are other ingredients that. 'compris'e a library service, please list them below • 
.. 
Conunent: 
r· . ' 
~ 
FACTORS AFFECTING LIBRARY SERVICE 
The investigator has selected, from his readings and research, 
a number of factors which appear · to influence or· affect the · 
success of school library servic;:e. Th.ese specific fac-t:ors are 
listed below. In your professional opinion do you .believ~ that 
these factors significantly. affect school library · servi~e? Check 













- . J • 
. 
\: -, / ~ 
. 
. \ ll 0 . ... 
D 






• J' \ -. 
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2. The oJ?eration of a district centre. 
·Yes No 
--
3. The allocation of"library staff. I . 
,-
Yes · No 
, .. 
4. The' librarians qualifications. r' .. 
Yes ... No '! .. I 





5. The percentage of tne librarians teaching time assigned l to library duties. ( 
I 
Yes. No ' f l \ ~ I. 
6. The library· quarters ~the phys ical fac ility ) . • · ··~" -' i 
Ye s No i 
-·_·) 
/ ,.) ; .-- : 
7 . The -a-ttitude o·f the School Boarq towards library / s ervi ce:-
, 




I 8. The attitude of ' the principal tciwarQ.s library service. 
~ . 
/ r 
...:.!..__._ Y'es ' No .·, . I 
}ud~ . . '9 ·. The at~ o f the · teaching ~ taff towa r ds·. l ·i b.rary servi ce. . 
... 
:.I Yes No ' • • 10 . The· breadth and d~pth of the collecti on. 
. ~ 
.., 
·-~ Yes No ~ 
' 
/ 
. . ....... 
" ~ 1 1 • . The total lipr a r y budget. ("'lo . . 
Ye s : - ~. No 
- 1:t1J I 
'-.. 
" · 





' Yes . No 
-




I . • 
! 
i 















13. The Librarian's attitude towards . library service. 
Yes No 
. ' 




15. A clearly ~ritten and practices library policy . 
. No 
'· 
:i::f you. feel that there are other important factors that signif-
icantly affect school library· service, please list tnem below. 
I . , ~ 







' .. . . 
. ·.:: .. :: . 
A . 
\; · MEASURES OF LIBRARY SERVICE 
/ . 
> '\1 
. . The ' in~estigator Is reading and research has led' him to ~select a 
number ·of measure$ of ~ibrary ·service. These measures ot library, 
s~rvice · ·are outlined . below. With regard tQ each measure of library . 
·ser~, you will be asked to ma~e ·two res·pon~~s ~ one, stratring 
whether or not you believe the statement is a· measure of library 
serv',ice· and two, rating the importaric'e ' of the lihrary ·Service ·. If 
in ·:.your prof.es·sional ·opinion, you be~ieye .: that the s 'tatement is a 
measure · o~ .1 ibrary service, . ch~k t,he'·· ~ ine labelled ·YES. ·· If, in 
your 9pinion,. you. ·strongly believe tnat the. statt¢men't ·is 'not a · 
measure Qf l~l:Srary service,· check the .line ,i.'abel'led· NO. .Secondly, 
if ,you feel"that the .statement .1s ·a measure ·of library ·servic·e; 
rate the se.~vioe using · the· following .:r;ating scale. · . · 
























1 - Important 
' . 
· 2, - Highly Important 
3 ~ Extremely Important · 
YES 
~ ·'. 
1. ConquctS students orient- , 
ati.on~to the.' library. .. 
• • • 4 




rese~r~~ WOrk. of\qrOUPs 
of s too.en~s. ·, . - · 
. . 
Conducts.'· ins tr~ctio~ in · 
research . s'k~s .. . 
Guides students in their 
selection of books and 
other .materials in t'erms 
of their abilities and 
interests . .; 
5. Assists teachers in 
lo9a ting and select;i.ng . 




, ,.,_ . . ' 
~uggests to teachers 
relevan,t rna terial ~ . . · 
idec;ts and r~~Q·ur~e 
· people · for classroom ''.' 
· un~ts. 
7. Prepares ~ibliographies. 
for teachers. 
8. Organizes all librijry 
materials' and equipment' 
for convenience, ' avail-
abili t~ : and e~ fectJ ve 
l... use_. 











~------.-------' -.:_• ···- --- . s 
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NO RAT·ING SCAL:B 











































Makes the library and 
library tesour~~s avail-
abie throughout the 
school day, including 
before and after classes . 
And during lunch periods. 
Assists teachers in plan-
ning for effective use 
5 
of instructi9nal material$ 
~nd equipment. · \ _ 
' 11. •Informs tea.chers of ne'N 
materials that have been 
acqulred. 
12. 'Maintains a clearing-
bouse of up~to-date ' 
~ infor~atiori concerning 
·· community and other 
· resourc~ tor in$truc-
ti<?nal pprposes: 
13. Assj,sts · curriculum 
committees ·in, the 
selection of app~op­
riate materials for 
, reso\!rce units. 
14. Report~ new library 
mate·rials and features 
of library service at 
staff meetings. 
./11 • • 
~5. Gives instruction to 
students in the .use 
o£ . 1 ibr'ary rna te~ ials. 
16. Gives instruction to 
studenf:s in use .of· 
... audio-visual e'quip-
ment and materials. 
-------------------~-
~17 
YES NO RATING SCALE 
1 2 
1 2 3 
0 • 
I 2 3 
l 2 3 
' 1 2 3 
1 2 3 
1 2 3 
1 2 3 
6 ' 118 
• YES NO· RATING SCALE 
17. Assisting teachers and 
,. students ·in the produc-
tion o( local m~erials. 1 2 3 
18. Evaluates and selects 
print and non-~rint 
materia~nd . equipment. 1 2 3 
19. Schedules class v;is~ts 
to the library. 1 (" 2 3 
20. Establishes a reserve , 
"' service when necessary. 1 2 3 
21. Implements a program 
of .library aides. , 1 2 3 
22. Provides inservice for 
teachers . 1 2 3 
• 
.l 23. Establ,ishes and main-
tains daily operational 
routines. 1 2 3 
--
2_4. Conducts equipment checks 
and does minor reBairs. 1 2 3 
25. Provides a liason with 
the district centre. 1 2 3 
(.•' 
26. Establishes a network 
fo~ obtaining material .. 
from sources outside 













' 28. Maintains a working 
relationship with 
principal and staff. 
29 .. Continually evaluates 
library effectiveness. 
30. Prepares necessary 
• reports. 
31. Works cooperatively 
with teachers to plan 
study units. 
32. Assesses instructional 
needs. 
33. Consults teachers on 
instructional needs 
and student abili.ties. 













If you feel there are other measures of library service, 

















































MEMORIAL UNIVERSITY OF NEWFOUNDLAND 
St. John's, Newfoundland, Canada AlB 3X8 
121 
Division of Leamr,;; Resources 
Faculty of Education 
Telex: 016-4101 
Telephone: (709) 7J7-7544 
r 
June 30, 1982 
To fulfill the requirements of the M.Ed. program in Learning 
Resouroes, I am conducting ·a study concerning the factors which affect 
or influence the level of library service in the secondary schools of 
Newfoundland. This study is being supervised by Dr. G. Fizzard and 
Dr. B. Brett. • 
.Since research tools have not been .developed in this area, I 
am attempting to devise a questionnair~. Enclosed you will f.ind an 
·instrument I have devel.oped for this research projectl lbi's instrument, 
however, must be tested for itfl validity by recogn~zed people in the 
field before ~t can be used in my investigation. 
~ As a practitioner in the . field, I would like to have 'your help 
~nd opinions in validating this instrument. I realize you are.r deeply 
involved in your studies during the Summer Session, but your cooperation 
would be greatly appreciated. 
I would appreciate your returning the questionnaire with your 
opinions and comments at the earliest convenient date. Please write your 
comments on the opposite page of the questionnaire .and number them accord-
ingly. You may return the questionnaire to Room E431 - Mrs. M. Sparkes' 
office. 





























- General Informat-ion 
• 
12) 












Name of School 
Addl.'ess 
----------------------------------------------------
· • School District 
--------~----------------------------------
1. Check the Box opposite tpe category that best describes you~ . 
school. 
o . t (K - 10) - (6 - 11) - D 
(K - 11) - D · (7 - 11) - 0 
(1 - 10) - D (8 - 11) - 0 
(1 - 11) - D (9 - 11) - D 
( 3 - 11) - D (10 11) CJ 
( 4 11) D 
. 
2. What is the total school enrolment? 
3. How many teachers are there on staff? 
4 • 
('- --. Does the school ~ave a centralized library resource centre? 
j D YES 0 NO 
/ #' '> 
5~ Is there a ntaff allocation for the library? 
• ~ES D 0 NO 
6 •• How would you describe your at:ti tude towards library. service 
in general. Following are several statements which · express 
various attitudes towards library services . Please indicate 
your attitude by checking tho Box which mos t closely reprcs~nts ' 
your professi onal attitude tO\oJards librc;ry service. · 
0 The school library is vital to the school's education~! 
"progrc~m . 









The school library is necessary for the implementation 
. of the educational program. 
.  ~ 
The school library can assist the implementation of the 
educational progrqm. 
' The school program can be effective without a school 
library. 
The school library is not necessary for the implementation 






































0 ' . 
SECTION 'TWO 
"'' Librar:t: Personnel and o·ther 



































A M.~d~ ~ri Learning Resources. 
Enr~lment i~ the M.Ed. Learning· Resourc;es Program. · 
A Diploma in Learning Resources. 
Enrolment in tpe LibFary Resources Diploma Program. 
I (I ' I Courses 1n Learn1ng Resources but not a part of an¥ 
program. ' 
Teaching certif~cate with B.L:S. or M.L.~. 
I 








2. What percentage"'of your 0 teaching time is assigned for:·librar:Y · 
duties? · · 
Does your school board ~p~rate a dis~rict ·resource centre? 
, o {~~ o - ~o 
Does yo.ur school have ~ ~ritten library policy? 
3. 
0 YES 0 NO 
. . 
\. 
If yes, how afton is this policy practices? · 
o . ·5 . Always _,/ 
D 4. - Frequently 
0 3 - . Occa.sionally ~ 
.-11 
l D 2 Seldom 
0 l - Never t.. 
5 .. ·Does tpe me ·::hod bf teaching employed by most tett~hers in your 
school, allm., for the use of t-kle schooJ. library, a~ an .integral 
t~art _of the ins ~ruc·tional program? . 
QYES ONo, 
J • . .. , • 
If yes,•check the Box which most closely indicatc s 'the degree 
to which. the schoor-fibrary is used as a functipnal par~ qr 






































.. ) B 
....... 
5. 0 s. Always ... 
D 4 rrequently 






o · 1 Never 
"' now wouid you aescribe your conuni tment towards school library 
s~rvice? Following are ~everal statements which eXpJ:"eSS various 
degrees of commitment tm>~ards library service. PI~ase indicate 
yQUr commitment by -checking .the Box which most closely repre- • 
sents y.'oJ,lr cornmi tment· _to' library sa..rvice. . : · 
0 
/ . 
Encourages .wi(e and eff~ctive use of li~r-a:r;y re-~ources 
·on 'the part of\ teacher's- ·.and students .•. • · · 
. Educ~tes the teacper·s a-rid •stud~nts in the effective use 
·of .. the. library·. and its ·resources. · 
Encourages ~studepts , to reply ma·inly : on encyclopedias 





The most important functl.on_ of the library is to p~cserve 
its colleetion.· 
The school library is primarily a storehouse of materials. 
. . . 
' 
. 
Hm-1 would you describe the attitudc·-bf the teaching staff . o f 
your school. tO\Iards library serviceJ Following are several 
statemehts . ~hich ,xpress various attit4des towards ~ibra~y 
service. .PJ,.case · lindicate the. general a-ttitude of your teach-
ing staff, basea on·your_·experien·ce with them, by cnccking 
the Box which most closely represehts ~he attitude of your 
teachingi.stnff tO\·:ards libr~ry service. . 






Each ·:.ea~~·H~·r should be responsible. f_or ~fcster.ing student . 




Each •::las ~; 
week:. 
The library 
should.attend the library at leasf once a 
I 
is primarily a storeboUse of m~t~rials. 
It is not necessary · for' the sl::ud~nts ·to use the library. 
8. How would . yo\_\ describe th.e a~ti tude of your school board to·.mrrls 
library ser~:ice? Pollm-1ing arc several _st;Jtcmc·r.ts ..... hich e·: : )l~e n s · 
va.rious , a tt :. \:i~d0 s to\,·a rds li~.r.:1ry sc rv~cc. . l? 1 ~ ~(:~ i~dica t the 
at t:i tude o:· :·e>u:· : .:; choC?,l bonra •bv chccJana the ;· :;:; ·:. :· .. tch r ·o .. ·. 
, --,closely represents your school bo'ard Is a tti tudc-- tOWi-lrds library 
. service. · 






















• The school bp~rd· 'has a program c.oordinator whose ;primary 
respons~bility is library seryice. 
·The school boalid has. an annual expenditure for resource 
·materials equi val~nt to $ B per pupil. •. ,. 
The board_ has made provision for the allocation of 
library, staff.l. · 
' ' ~ s~hool board has d~legated the total responsibility 
for library serv.ic.e to individual schools. 
The school board has not .c:xp-.res.sed a conuni tment to~~atds 
' I ' • . ' ' • ' ' hl>ra~y s~r~J.~e 1.). •• • .. '-
,· ' • ' ""' J ' J 
~. liow wou'!~ you .des~>;ibe t~e . ovefall abi~ity ·o.f: th~ ~tudent 
· . population to use and lo,cat.e , ~he resou"t'ce~. a"\Tailable to them? 
d Ple~se . indicate . by chec~il1.9 . the appropri~te ' Box that most· 
. closely ~escrili:l~s , the · oye-'t>all,· stude·nts • abil~ ty to avail 
themselves of the resou±c~s at their disposal. 
\, · : <\ : •• 
. :C~J 5 'completely·' Adeqijate . 
. . 
D 4 ·Fa.irly. · A_de(_!ua te [j :.. . ' 3 ~ 'Adequate. i? so'rne Areas, 
Ina-dequate ip OthE:r ~re<ls. 
~ ,. 
0 2 In.adequa~e 
·, . ' . 
0 ·1 Coinpl.e t ·e 1~ Inadequate 
' 10, Do you teach library skill~?.· 
0 YBS 0 NO 
•. . lf yes, ch~ck ;~e appro~r_iate. ~·{ 
/ 0 fn .Isolati.on . . 
0 D Integra'ted with other 































11 \ 132 
PRINT 
What is the approximate number of the following i terns that are in 










Non-Fiction Professional Literature 
----
NON-PRINT 
What is the approximate number o 'f the following items that are in 
your library collection? 
Filmstrips 
Filmstrips/Cassette (Kit) 












How is the library cof{ection in your st:hool catalogued? Pl~ase 
indlcate the extent of the cataloguing by checking the appropriate 







Fully catalogued, classified and 
indexed. 
Limited Cataloguing: i.e. shelf 
list or author/title only. 
No Catalogue. Shelf arrangement 
only, means of location. 
Color Coding by Subject. 
Other (please specify) • I . 
PRINT N'OU-PRINT 
Yes No Yes No 
' . 
-

































1. What is the area of the library floor per pupil? 
2. \fuich of the following rooms or areas are included in the 
library? Check' the appropria.te ~ to indicate a presence 
or absence . ./ 
"""' 
Present Absent ·• 
Reading D 0 
Production 0 D 
l'lorkroom D D 
Library Office 0 0 
Seminar Room u D 
Previewing 0 D , 
Storage o · 0 
c 
ilt 
3. What is the seating capacity of the library? Check the Box 
represents the accommodat1on opposite the category that best 
cap~ilities of the library. 






D -. 4 
Class 
The Largest Class 
Any ~~o Classes in the School. 
More- Than Any 'J\.;o Classes in the 
School. 
··~. 
4. In order to determine the t~e of physical facility in your 
school, a number of characteristics have been liste~ Would 



















































5. How central is the location of you~ library_resource centre 
in relation to the te·aching areas of the school? Please 
indicate the extent of the library's centralization by check-
ing the appropriate Box which most closely describes the 





























1. What was the approximate total expenditure for materials 
and equipment for the library resource centre during the 
past year (1981-82)? . (This amount shquld ihclude both 





















On th~ follo~ing papes there are three groups of library 
services. Each group contains a list of library activities which 
you may carry on in your library. This list has b~en developed 
by . the investigator to find out what services are provided in the 
school library resource centres in Ne\·rfoundland. This list does 
not represent what should or should not be practiced. What is 
needed is ·your frank statement with regard to the actual library 




~e state~ents are arranged such that the response to each 
~;~nt \'till reflect the frequency .with \othich the service is 
r . efdth. 1 · b · · . · d d · ~. 1 : b 1 I e 1 rary serv1ce 1s prov1 e 1n your 1 rary, p ace 
an "X" under the appropriate term which describes the frequency 
with which the service is provided. 
• . . 
I 

















- Lit :ary Service 
Guides rc fore nee anc research \·Jork of 
groups of students. I 
Provides ins t ructior. in rest!arch skills. 
Assists tC''lche rs in locating and selecting 
learning and teaching materials. 
Suggc~s to teachers rclevgnt ~~a terials, 
ideas ai\d resource people for Cli!SS!:'OOin 
units. 
: 
Organizes all library materials and 
equipment for COwenienCe 1 availability 
and effective use. 
Makes the library anj library resources 
nva i.lable throughout the school day, 
including be fore aQ,d after classes and 
during lunch ~periods. 
. 
Assists teachers in ?lannin<J far offec-




In forms teachers of new materials that 
have been acquired. 
,-
. 
Assists curriculum c :Jrnmi.!: tees in the - ~ 
selection of appropriate materials 
for · resource units. 
• 
Reports -new library :":\aterials ~ · 




"" Gives ''instruction to r students in the 



















































20 ~ _ill. ~ ~ I service ~ Library z ~ 0 z 
. 
"i 
~ H 111 
,. 0 . Vl ::l 
' 
.. 0 ,.:( 0 
' -
~ u ~ ~ u 
en 0 c.. 
.... 
12. Implements a program of li·brary aides. . 
I 
13. Maintains a working relationship with 
princi!)al and staff. I 
' 
14. Continually evaluates libraz;y e ffectl veness. 
. 
15. Works cooperatively with teachers to plan 
study units. 
.... 
--J6. Consults teachets on instructional needs 













~ . ., 
r 
17. Conducts student-orientation to the library. 
\, " 
18. Guides students in their selection of books 
and other m~terinYs in te~rns of their 
-
abilitietS a d interest. ~ 
19. Gives-instruct :i.on to students in the use of 
, library rna te r i a 1 s . 
' . J 20. Evalua'tes and sel.:.cts print and han-print 
material ~nd equipment. .. 
. . 
21. Schedules class visits to the library. . ; 
. 
. 
22. Establishes a reserve service when necessary. ~ ' ' I 
. te~rs. ! . 23~ Provides in.service for . 




' ' ~ ... 
-·- I 
·· ~ ~-·t - ·------ ·- --- . ~ 
~ 
..:I 




Library Service ::E: 0 z O'H ~ 
. a;" o . Ul n 
t::l Q < 0 
> H u -~ . l ~ Cil u U) 0 IJ.. 
• 
24. Establishes and maintains daily operational • 
routines. ~ 
:-
25. Provides a lias ion r.,.;i th the district centre. 
26. Establ,ishes a net•.-:ork for obtaining rna terial 
from sources outsi~e ·the 
\ 
school. 
• "-j ~ , 








. 1 . 
. 
"' 
·- \ ' 0 Library Service. 
.... -
. 
29. Prepares bib~iographies for: teachers. 
30. r.i~lin tai ns a clearinghouse of up-to-date 
information concerning COIT'r.'!Unity and other 
resources fo~. instructional purposes. 
I 
31. Assists teachers and students in the pro due-
tion of local materials. . 
32 . Conducts eq~i pr.·.e n t -::hecks and, does minor 




33. Prepares neces!:ary reports. 
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Embassy Buildipg Apartments 
Labrador City_, 'Labrador 
A2V 2V2 
Se~tember 15, 1982 J 
A study of the factors that influence o·r affftt schoo l 
a library service is being c~nducted to fulfill the , requirem~nts 
of my Master of Education degree at Memorial University of 
Newfoundland. 
' 
I have the approval of: Dr. G. Fizzard, Director, Division 
of Leafning Resources to complete this stud'y. It is' hoped that 
this questionnair' will gather releYant data concerning the 
various factors that affect or influence the level of library 
service. 
.._., 
1 The success of this study is depend~nt upon the willingness 
of the respondents to participate and ~he frankness of tHeir 
answers to the questionnaire. ·The infot~mation gat-hered from th·is , ~ 
study. will ' be published in summary form and the institution will 1 
remain anonymous. 
I Enclosed y~u will find a questionnaite. Wo~ld you, the p~r' ~ 
c:ipal, complete Part One and forward Part Two to the person wh 
has ,been assigned responsibi.lity for lib,rary service in your 
school, _for completion. 
·It may: appear th'at the questionnaire is . rather· lengthy, h'ow-
ever, only pertident information is reques~ed. It should not take 
lo~g to check or iom~lete any of the ite~s. 
. ' 
. ~nc~osed you will find ' an addressed, J~amped envelope which 




. , ..... 
·' < 


















try to ~omplete and return the questionnaire at your earliest 
convenience. Your im~ediate cooperation would certainly be 
..... , 
appreciated fot the information you choose to giv~· is necessary 
for the completion of my study. 
Thank you for your time and cooperation. 
Yours truly, 






' ' . 
' 
/ ~/ ' 
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PART ONE 




































Name of School I 
---------------------------------.-. ---------
· Address ----~~-----------------------------------------------
School District --------------------------------------------~~ 
1. Check the BOX opposite the category that best describes your school. 
I 
(K - 10) 
-D (6 11) -D 
(K - 11) 
-0 (7 11) -D 
. 
(1 - 10") -~ (8 .- 11) -D 
(1 
- 11) 
-D (9 - 11) -0 
(3 11) 
-0 .~ .• (10 .... ~ 11) -D 
2. What is the total school enrolment? 
3. How many teachers are there on staff? 
4. 
s. 
Does the achool have a centralized library resource aenter, i.e. an 
area designated and currently in use for study and reading and respon-
sible for the circulation and administration of both print and non-print 
materials and equipment? 
D YES D NO 
Is there a st~ff allocation for the library? 
. 
D., YES ·o NO 
If yes. please indicate D Full-Time 
• ·o Part- Time 
---
.. 












6. With reference to your personal attitude towards school libraries in 
general and not necessarily to your own library, please respond to the 
following statements. Indicate your agreement or disagreement with 
each statement by circling one of the four symbols fol~owing the state-
\ 
'. 
. ment : 
... 
Strongly Agree_. SA 
Agree • A 
Disagree • • • 0 
Disagree • SD 
1. A school library to a school's educational program. 
SA A D so 
if. A school library s necessary for the implementation of a good 
educational pro 
s A n · SD 
iii. A school the · implementation of lln educational 
,__ 
program. 
SA D SD 
iv. A good school program ~fective wl.tbout a school library. 
SA A so 
v. A school library is mainly a-storehouse or distribution center 
for materials. 
SA A D SD 
vi . "A. school library needs a qualified te~cher-librarian in order to 
make it an integral _component of the educational program. 
SA A D SD 
vii. A school library is not necessary for the implementation o~' a 
good ~ducational prosram. ~ 


















To be completed by the individual. 
who has been assil;~ed the respo~- ~· 
. . 














































1. Which of the following categories best describes your qualifications? 
1. A M. Ed. in Learning Resources 
u .. Enrolment in the M.!d. Learning Resources Program 
Ui. A Diploma in Learning Resources 
iv. Enrolment in the Learning Resources Diploma Program 
v. Courses !n Learning Resources but not a part of any 
program 
vi. Teaching Certificate with B.L.s: or M.L.S. 
vii. No courses in Learning Resources 
viti. Other ----
2. What percentage of youi teaching time is assigned for library 
duties? 
3. Does your school board operate a district resource centre? 
D . . YES D NO 
4. Does your school have a vritten library policy? 
-Ons D NO 




0 - Frequently 
D - Occasionally 
D - SeldO'II 
'\ 
5. Does the method of teaching e!Dl)loyed by 1120st teachafS in your school 
allow for the uae of tha school library as an integral part of the 
· instructional program? 











"' If yea, check the !Q! which moat closely indicates 
the school library is used aa a functional part of 
program. 
the degree to which 





the total edu~atiou 
• 
• 
---..., ...... .. 
\ 
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6. How would you describe what you consider to be the moat important 
functions of the school library service? Please respond to the 
following statements. Indicate your agreement or disagreement with 
each statement by circling one of the four symbols following the state-
ment. 








i. The school library should promote wide and effective use of 





-SA A D SD 
The use of the school library by students will enhance thei~ 
learning. 
SA A D SD 
The use of the libracy is an integral part of the stuqents' 
learning. 
SA A D SD 
A good school program can be effective without a: library. 
SA A D SD 
The most important·function of the library is to preserve its 
collection. 
SA A D SD 
vi. The schoo,l library is primarily a storehouse of mate.rial. 
-· A SD 
., . ' 








How would~£U describe the attitude. of the teaching staf: of your 
school tot~Pas what a school library service should be? Following are 
several statements which express vatious attitudes towar~s library 
service. Indicate, in your opinion, the teaching staff:s ·agreement or 
-'disagreement with each ·statement by circling one of the :o\lr symbols 
following the statement. ' 
St·rongly Agree • SA 
Agree •.. A 
Disagree D 
Strongly Disagree • . SD 
1. Library materials should b~ used in preference to =extbooks. 
SA A D SD 
11. Each teacher should be ·responsible for fost~ring s~udent ,use of 
the school library. 
SA A D SD · 
~ti. Each class should attend a library· at least once a week. 
SA A D SD 
iv. The school library is primarily a storehouse of ma:erials. 
SA A D SD 
v. It is not necessary for the students to use the sc~~ol library. 















8 ....... How would you describe the commitment of your school board towards 
library service? Indicate, in your opinion, the school board's agree-
ment or disagreement with each statement by circling one of the four 
9. 
symbols following the statement. l 
,strongly Agree ••• SA 
Agree A 
Disagree • • D 
Strongly Disagree • • SD 
i. The school board has a program coordinator whose primary respon-
sibility is library.service. · 
ii. 
SA • A D SD 
The school board has an annual expenditure 
of at least $8 pe~ pupil. ~ 
J ~A A D SD 
for resource materials 
iii. The board has ·made provision for the allocation of library staff . 
. 
SA A D SD 
iv. The school board has· delegated the total responsibility for 
library service to the individual schools. 
SA" A D SD 
v. The school board has not expressed a commitment towards library 
service. 
SA A D SD 
How would you deseribe the overall ability of the student population 
to use and locate the resources available to them? Please indicate by 
checking the appropriate BOX that most closely describes the overall 







Aeequate in Some Areas, 
Inadequate in Other Ar~as 
Inadequate 
D Completely, Inadequate 
.. 
•9" t k I ' . • • 
,. 














10. Do you teach library skills? 
• 
[] YES D NO 






[] In Isolation 
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-~ . .. 
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Wha't is the approximate number of the following ~tems that are in your 









r · \ 
~. /Atlases 
... l Dictionaries , 




~ART II .. 
NON-PRINT . \ .  
. .. 
,· . what is the apprQximat~umber of· the f<Uiowing items that are .in ·your 
• . library collection? . ·. · . 
.· . 
. ' . 
Filmstrips 
• ~ ............. . 
Films~ips/_Cassette (Ki_tf) 
Study, 'Prints . (Commercial) 
Audio Cass~ttes 
0 : Computer Software ' 
VTR .P.rograms .. 
Reco'rds .. I • 
· T.ransparencies ~ 
.. . .. 




; :. I 
... 
'\ t ' I • 
.. . 
.. . 
. il . 
\ I . 
. ,. cl 
,. 
'· 
' ? ........ It" I . . ·, . .: , ... , · ... 
.11 ' ~ 1lt ~. - . It 
·' 
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PART III ,_ 
... 
J How i; the library collection in you~ school catalogued? Please indicate 
the extent of the cataloguing by checking the appropriate BOX opposite the 
statement that best describes your ca~loguing system. ---
I 
• 
1. ~ully catalogued, classified and 
indexed according to Dewey/Sears 
system of classification • . 
2. Some cataloguing according to.the 
Dewey/Sears system of classification. 
• 3. No cataloguing--material arransed on 
shelf by color code or subject area. 
4. Other (please specify) 
.... 
- - -~,-. -------------------
. 
PRINT NON-PRINT 


















































1. What is the area of the library floor per pupil in square meters? 
---
2. Which of the following rooms or areas are included in the libra..!.? ~eck the appropriate BOX to indicate a presence or absence. ' 
• 
Present Absent 
Reading/Listening/Viewing D 0 
Production 0 D 
Workroom D D 
Library Office D D 
Semi.nar Room D D , 
A-V Equipment Storage D D 
\ 




the category that best 'represents the..._ accouunodation capabilities of 
the library. . · "" ·· 
D - insufficient to accommodate the smallest class. 
D - sufficient to accommodate the smallest class. 
D - sufficient to accommodate the largest class. 
0 - sufficient to accommodate any two classes in the school. 
0 .t _ suffirJ_ent to accommodate more than any two classes in the sclrool. 
-, 
In order to det-ermine the type of physical facilit.Y in your school, a 
number o ·f characteristics have been list~d. Would\ you rate each of 












Lighting 1 2 3 4'' 5 
Acoustics 1 2 3 4 ·5 
Electrical Outlets 1 2 . 3 4 5 
; 
. Venti.lat'tOn_- 1 2 3 4 '5 
Furn:l.shings 1 2 3 4 5 
Shelving l 2 3 .. 4 . 5 -~ 











·- • • • fl • • ••• .,. • ••• ,, 
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5. How central is the location of your library resource center in relation 
to the teaching ~as of the school? Please indicate the extent of 
the library's· centralization by checking the appropriate BOX which most 
closely describes the ~ocation rof the library. 
0 - Central 
D - Somewhat Central 


















....... . ..... _" 
;·-"" '\ 
i \ I 
















1. What was the approximate total expenditure for materials 
and equipment for the library resource centre during the 
past year (1981-82)? 
2. What percentage of the total expenditure was in the form 
of a direct grant from the school poard? 
'3. What percentage o( the total expenditure was raised from 



























On the following pages there is- a list of library activ-
ities which you may carry on in your library. This list has 
been developed by the .investigator to -t"ind out what services 
are provided in the school ·library resource centers in 
Newfoundland. This list does not represent what should or 
should not be practiced. What is needed is your frank state-




The statements are arranged such that the r'esponse to 
each statement will ~eflept the frequency with which the service 
is provided. ., · 
If the library service is provided in your library, place 
an "X" under tbe-appropriate term which describes the frequency 
















..:I 1167 22 ~ >t H 
'·' z 8 . 
~ 0 :::z: H ~ 
Library Service ~ 0 Ul ::::> ~ 0 ~ or ..:I u ~ ~ r.:l u 
z Ul 0 ~ 
\ 
. 
1·. Guides reference and research work of 
groups of students. 
2. Provides instruction in· research skills. 
- . 
... 
3. Assists teachers in locating and selecting 
learning and teaching materials. 
- · 
4. Suggests to teachers relevant materials, A ~ 
ideas and resource people for classroom 
units. 
-
5. Organizes all library materials and 
equipment for convenience, -availability 
and effective use. ., 
. 
6. Makes th~library and library resources 
. available throughout the school day, 
' including before and after classes and · ' 
during lunch periods. 
r 
' 
7. Assists teachers in planning for e ffec-
tive use of instructional materials and I 
· equipment. ·~· -
I 
8. In forms teachers of new materials that 




9. Assists curricul urn cortl!iittees in the . ' 
. 
selection of appropriate materials I .. . I 




' 10. Reports new library mate.rials and ! I 
features of library service. ~t staff I I 





11. Gives iris -truction to s .tudents in th(~ I 












12. Implements a program of library aides. 
13. 1 Maintains a working relationship with 
-principal and staff. 
14. Continually evaluates library effectiveness. 




16. Consults teachers on instructional needs 
and student abilities .• 
' 
' . 
17. Conducts student-orientation to the library. 
. 
·18. Guides students in their selection of books 
and other materials in terms of their · 




19. Gives instruction tQ students in the use of 
library materials~ 
20. r Evaluates and sel.ects print and non-print 
material and equip~ent. 
-
21. Schedules claS"s visits to the l,ibrary. 
2~. Establishes a reserve service when necessary. 
2,3. Provides in service for teachers. 
. 
' 24. Establishes and maintains daily operational 
routines. . 
-






~ 0 1-i P: 8 (/) ~ () 1-l 






































































26. Establ{shes a n~twork. for obtaining mat~rial .r 
from sources outsi~e the school. 
' 
. . . 




28. inptructional needs. 
29. 
' 
Prepares bibliographies for teachers. 
' ; 
•. 
r . . 
' 
30~ Maintains a clearinghouse of up-to!..date 
information concerning cb~unity and other 




31. Assists teachers and students in the produc-
Uon of local materials. ' .. ' ( 
" " I .
. 





33. Pre.pares necessa:t:y reports. 
' 





- .• ---.:..~ .... 
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